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The Principle of Common Concern of Humankind

 

International law is the art of creating normativity out of reality.

James Crawford1

1.1 Introduction

Collective action problems occurring in the process of globalisation are
mainly caused by a lack of appropriate and effective global institutions
able to ensure the sustainable production of global public goods.2 States
are inherently preoccupied with the pursuit of their own interests defined
by domestic political processes.3 Global society is left without swift and
adequate solutions to its most grave problems. International cooperation
frequently fails in such configurations as countries and governments

The author is truly indebted to Peter-Tobias Stoll, Cédric Ryngaert, Duncan French, Roland
Portmann and other participants of the workshop on common concern held at WTI in Bern
on 22 June 2018, and in particular members of the research team Zaker Ahmad, Alexander
Beyleveld, Lucia Satragno and Iryna Bogdanova for comments on a previous draft and
suggestions made, as well Mira Burri for inputs in designing the research project.
1 ‘Foundations of International Law’, lecture, University of Cambridge (autumn 2003), cited
in N. Stürchler, The Threat of Use of Force in International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2007), p. 125.

2 This chapter partly draws and builds on T. Cottier, P. Aerni, B. Karapınar, S. Matteotti,
J. de Sépibus and A. Shingal, ‘The Principle of Common Concern and Climate Change’,
Archiv des Völkerrechts, 52 (2014), 293–324. All URLs cited were accessed between August
and October 2018.

3 E. Brousseau et al. (eds.), Global Environmental Commons: Analytical and Political
Challenges in Building Governance Mechanisms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012);
E. Brousseau, T. Dedeurwaerdere and B. Siebenhüner, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2012);
E. Brousseau et al. (eds.), Reflexive Governance for Global Public Goods (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 2012); I. Kaul ‘Rethinking Public Goods and Global Public Goods’, ibid. at
37–54; I. Kaul ‘Global Public Goods: Explaining Their Underprovision’, Journal of
International Economic Law, 15 (2012), 729–50.
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are not able and willing to define long-term goals to the detriment of
short-term advantages.4 The United Nations and other international
organisations, given their present structure, are not in a position to offset
such priorities. The same holds true for regional and even domestic law.
The European Union is not sufficiently empowered and equipped to
effectively contain vested interests; and within nations, powerful local
interests tend to undermine the pursuit of global public goods by central
government – or the other way round. This is particularly evident in, but
not limited to, the problem of global warming and climate change.
Despite strong empirical evidence and scientific studies provided by the
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in
an unprecedented scientific effort and coordination,5 most countries fall
short of taking up the challenge in an effective and efficient manner due
to sectoral vested interests in the energy sector and elsewhere. There
clearly is a need to strengthen mutual commitments in addressing
these issues.
The 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC) recognised in its preamble that the adverse effects of climate
change amount to a common concern of humankind.6 This statement is
not further qualified. It would seem limited to a factual observation of the
obvious, as all humans, present and future, are affected by climatic
changes one way or the other. But it also recognises the claim that
climate change is partly human-made and thus a responsibility to be
taken seriously.
In the field of climate change, the statement of common concern of

humankind in the UNFCCC supported, and perhaps triggered, an initial
commitment to cooperate in climate change mitigation and adaptation,
taking into account the shared but differentiated responsibility of indus-
trialised and developing countries alike. This led to the 1997 Kyoto
Protocol, which defined broad goals for reducing carbon emissions.7

The initial commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol expired in 2012,
and subsequent negotiations have had limited success. They have failed

4 See N. Krisch, ‘The Decay of Consent: International Law in an Age of Global Public
Goods’, American Journal of International Law, 108 (2014), 1–40.

5 www.ipcc.ch (accessed 28 Aug. 2018).
6 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 9 May 1992, 31 ILM 849,
851, https://unfccc.int/resource/docs/convkp/conveng.pdf.

7 D. Bodansky, ‘The History of the Global Climate Regime’, in U. Luterbacher and D. Sprinz
(eds.), International Relations and Global Climate Change (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
2001), pp. 23–40.
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to bring about more precise terms and commitments beyond the target
of limiting average increases of global temperature to no more than 2 ℃
(today 1.5℃) by the end of this century8 – a goal perhaps already
unachievable, even with aggressive mitigation measures.9 Subsequently,
the Conferences of Copenhagen, Cancún, Durban and Doha failed to
make substantial progress except for long-term political commitments.
Despite the acknowledgement of climate change as a common concern,
this acknowledgement could not be in any distinct way successfully
implemented to address the evident collective action problem.
The 2015 Paris Agreement reiterated climate change as a common

concern.10 It brought about progress as it extended responsibilities to all
nations. This was a major political achievement. Moreover, its adoption
and entry into force provide strong signals to the private sector, encour-
aging long-term investment in renewable energy and sustainable construc-
tion policies on local levels. Whatever the commitment of governments,
sustainability has become an important consideration in business and
finance. Yet, and despite reiterated acknowledgement of climate change
as a common concern of humankind, the agreement still falls short of
prescribing more precise obligations at abatement. The model adopted
essentially leaves the matter to unilateral commitment, and it has remained
controversial to what extent such commitments amount to obligations
under international law. Moreover, the United States announced on 1 June
2017 its intention to withdraw from the 2015 Paris Agreement by 2020,
substantially undermining on the federal level the effort to address collect-
ive action problems in a successful manner.11

8 UNEP, ‘The Emissions Gap Report: Are the Copenhagen Accord Pledges Sufficient to
Limit Global Warming to 2 ℃ or 1.5 ℃?’, United Nations Environmental Programme
(2010). In 2018, the IPCC issued a report calling for a maximum of 1.5 ℃, IPPC, Global
Warming of 1.5 °C, http://report.ipcc.ch/sr15/pdf/sr15_spm_final.pdf.

9 V. Ramanathan and Y. Xu, ‘The Copenhagen Accord for Limiting Global Warming:
Criteria, Constraints, and Available Avenues’, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, 107 (2010), 8055–62.

10 UNTS 1760, p. 79, https://unfccc.int/process/conferences/pastconferences/paris-climate-
change-conference-november-2015/paris-agreement (containing all six official languages
of the text). See text accompanying infra n. 46.

11 ‘Trump Administration Delivers Notice U.S. Intends to Withdraw from Paris Climate
Deal’, Politico, 4 Aug. 2017; www.politico.com/story/2017/08/04/trump-notice-withdraw-
from-paris-climate-deal-241331 (accessed 28 Aug. 2018). The Biden Administration
rejoined the Paris Accord in January 2021. ‘Biden returns US to Paris climate accord
hours after becoming president’, The Guardian, 20 Jan. 2021; https://www.theguardian
.com/environment/2021/jan/20/paris-climate-accord-joe-biden-returns-us.
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Under the 1992 United Nations Convention on Biodiversity (CBD),
the recognition and commitment to common concern of humankind led
to the adoption of national policies on preserving biodiversity, and also
to the Bonn Guidelines on access and benefit sharing, which resulted in
the Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources.12 As with climate
change mitigation, efforts at combating the loss of biodiversity have not
yet yielded the expected results. Erosion continues despite the political
endorsement of common concern, and benefit sharing is still in
its infancy.
The 2001 international Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food

and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) equally recognises genetic resources as a
common concern of humankind.13 It developed a sophisticated system of
plant conservation, registration and open exchange for a list of crops. The
treaty currently applies to only 64 crops and forages, while the majority
of crops have been left under the permanent sovereignty of states over
natural resources, at their free disposition in terms of trade and
conservation.14

Finally, the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of 17 October 2003 invokes the will and common concern to
safeguard intangible cultural heritage.15 It focuses on international
cooperation to bring about transparency and in the identification of the
heritage of intangible cultural goods. The convention includes an

12 Convention on Biological Diversity, UNTS vol. 1760 p. 79; 31 ILM 818, 822 (see www.cbd
.int/convention); Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and
Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from Their Utilisation to the Convention on
Biological Diversity, opened for signature 2 Feb. 2011, XXVII.8.b UNTC (not yet in
force), www.cbd.int/abs/text/default.shtml; Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic
Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out of Their
Utilisation, COP Dec VI/24, Item A, 6th mtg, UNEP Doc. UNEP/CBD/COP/6/20
(7–19 Apr. 2002), www.cbd.int/doc/decisions/COP-06-dec-en.pdf.

13 “Cognizant that plant genetic resources for food and agriculture are a common concern
of all countries, in that all countries depend very largely on plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture that originated elsewhere;” www.fao.org/plant-treaty/overview/
texts-treaty/en.

14 See M. Halewood, I. Isabel, Lépez Noreiga and S. Louafi (eds.), Crop Genetic Resources as
a Global Commons (Abingdon, UK: Routledge, 2013) (interestingly not addressing the
notion of common concern despite reference to it in the preamble of the treaty).

15 ‘Being aware of the universal will and the common concern to safeguard the intangible
cultural heritage of humanity’, http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=17716&
URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html.
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international fund through which activities in Member States are sup-
ported. Common concern is not used in an operational manner in the
convention and does not entail a normative dimension.
The reasons for such failures and very limited success in addressing

common concerns by means of international cooperation are manifold.
Most of them are well known.16 Some are of an economic nature and
some are political, but a prime culprit certainly relates to the predomin-
ant basic concepts of the Westphalian system of coexistence, which are
firmly centred on permanent sovereignty of the nation state over natural
resources, as well as on the principle of territoriality. These inherent
reasons prompt fierce competition among domestic industries on the
world market, free-riding and mercantilist and protectionist beggar-thy-
neighbour policies. They render governments largely unwilling to lose
competitive advantages by adopting measures of climate change mitiga-
tion or effective protection of biodiversity which could affect the level
playing field. International cooperation has been largely successful in
areas of mutual interest and reciprocity which amounts to a fundamental
tenet of contractual international law and perhaps, at the end of the
day, of all law successfully addressing human interaction.17 Law is
mainly successful and voluntarily complied with where it is based upon
mutual interest, on give and take of benefits and advantages in a
balanced manner.
On such foundations based upon mutual interests and reciprocity, the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) evolved in a compre-
hensive system of multilateral agreements within which countries are
able to pursue and defend their interests, including a strong, albeit lately
challenged, system of judicial dispute settlement in the WTO.18 The law
of the sea provided the foundations for the successful evolution of case
law on maritime boundary delimitation led by the International Court of

16 For climate change mitigation, see D. C. Esty and A. L. I Moffa, ‘Why Climate Change
Collective Action Has Failed and What Needs to Be Done within and without the Trade
Regime’, Journal of International Economic Law, 15 (2012), 777–9; for conservation
through use of plant genetic resources, see Halewood et al., supra n. 14, pp. 16–17.

17 B. Simma, Das Reziprozitätselement im Zustandekommen völkerrechtlicher Verträge.
Gedanken zu einem Bauprinzip der internationalen Rechtsbeziehungen (Berlin: Dunker
& Humblodt, 1972).

18 See generally P. van den Bossche and W. Zdouc, The Law and Policy of the World Trade
Organization (4th ed., Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017).
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Justice.19 The law of investment protection, enshrined in hundreds of
bilateral investment protection agreements produced a substantial body
of case law. Finally, the process of nuclear disarmament was able, for a
long time, to reduce the risk of warfare.20 All these areas are strongly
based upon the pursuit of national interests and political reciprocity
which can best be pursued by way of international cooperation and
commitments, rather than unilateral action. Other than environmental
law, these areas did not call upon common concern of humankind, but
are rooted in traditional realism, the pursuit of national interests based
upon reciprocity.
In areas such as climate change, protection of biodiversity, marine

pollution, genetic resources and cultural diversity, the essential element
of reciprocity in terms of interests and benefits is lacking. Other than in
trade and market access rights or international investment, benefits are
not directly mutual; obligations incurred are essentially one-sided.
Benefits produced are not limited to states incurring obligations but are
to the advantage of all humankind in creating and enhancing global
public goods. They are not necessarily reciprocated by commitments
taken by others. Equally, reciprocity is largely lacking in untapped areas
of common concern, such as migration, human rights or monetary and
financial stability or food security. Home countries of migrants are not
genuinely interested in cooperating with host countries. Human rights
policies abroad benefit the people, but do not directly create reciprocal
advantages for the state incurring obligations. Traditional monetary and
financial policies, including banking regulations, are conducted unilat-
erally in the pursuit of national or federal EU interests. They do not
depend upon reciprocity, and international cooperation traditionally has
been limited among central banks.21 Food security is perceived and
conceptualised as a matter of national interest and not in terms of
reciprocal advantages. All this in return incentivises unilateral policies
of free riding, attitudes of wait and see and leaving burdens to others,
while seeking to enhance individual competitiveness in international
coexistence.

19 See generally T. Cottier, Equitable Principles of Maritime Boundary Delimitation: The
Quest for Distributive Justice in International Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2015).

20 R. Greenspan Bell and M. Ziegler (eds.), Building International Climate Cooperation.
Lessons from the Weapons and Trade Regimes for Achieving International Climate Goals
(Washington, DC: World Resources Institute, 2012).

21 See Chapter 7 in this volume.
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One is therefore – perhaps too readily – tempted to put the idea and
concept of common concern of humankind aside as a piece of wishful
thinking. Yet, the world today faces unprecedented problems which
no longer can be framed in terms of short-term national interests and
reciprocity in a traditional manner and way. Conventional wisdom in
international law and relations and statism simply do not produce
critical results. Today’s and future collective action problems in a
highly integrated and interdependent world call for new foundations
in defining rights and obligations in key areas riddled with unresolved
major problems which are able to address long-term interests in a
reciprocal manner. They need to secure that all countries alike are
engaged in making contributions and commitments to their mutual
benefit, commensurate with their levels of social and economic devel-
opment and powers they may exert. Efforts to this effect are made by
stressing the importance of community interests in the theory of
international law, by framing constitutionalisation of international
law and by focusing on global governance and public trusteeship.
These ambitious efforts at restructuring international law and rela-
tions in a comprehensive manner, stressing the need for cooperation,
are general and partly elusive, while common concern of humankind
builds upon the existing framework with effects limited to, and
focused upon, particular areas identified in a process of claims and
responses in international relations.
Common concern of humankind thus bears the potential to be

further developed beyond a political commitment to international
obligations of cooperation within the United Nations and other inter-
national organisations, going beyond the legal disciplines of Article 56
of the United Nations Charter. A new principle of Common Concern of
Humankind (CCH) may serve as a foundation to define, legitimise and
assess domestic measures addressing shared problems of humankind.22

It may offer guidance in revisiting the doctrine of cooperation, compli-
ance and extraterritorial effects of domestic law and duties to act. It may
thus help to improve compliance with international obligations
incurred. It may help to revisit and reshape traditional precepts of
national sovereignty.

22 Henceforth, upper case will be used to depict Common Concern as a doctrine and
emerging principle, other than descriptions of common concern of humankind used so
far in international instruments and most of the literature in lower case.
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In this context, the extension of emissions trading to all civil air traffic
to and from the European Union under the umbrella of the UNFCCC is
an encouraging example in point. The imposition of the measure was
highly controversial, but was successful in eventually bringing govern-
ments to the negotiating table within the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO). While justified by the Court of Justice of the
European Union (CJEU) in terms of extraterritorial application,23 a
future legal principle of Common Concern may further contribute to
justifying, clarifying and defining the scope and the limitations of such
actions in addressing climate change mitigation as a matter of inter-
national law. It may assist in compliance, defining the law of sanctions
and countermeasures addressing free riding and failure to act in support
of addressing collective action problems in the pursuit of creating global
public goods.
While climate change is the most prominent example, the potential

of a future principle of CCH is equally suitable to address and structure
other major global problems. It bears the potential to address collective
action and governance problems in a wide variation of different fields,
for example the field of marine pollution, the enforcement of protection
of human rights, the fields of migration, monetary and financial stabil-
ity, and grossly uneven distributions of wealth and income in the
context of investment protection and international trade. Within pro-
jects funded mainly by the Swiss National Science Foundations and the
Swiss State Secretariat for the Economy (SECO), six PhD projects are
dedicated to exploring such wider recourse and are discussed in subse-
quent chapters of this book. Other areas yet untapped here relate to
food security, cyberspace, information technology and big data which
no longer can be addressed and regulated within the bounds of
nation states.
This chapter briefly explores the historical foundations of common

concern of humankind. It expounds, as a doctrine, its potential to emerge
as a principle of international law, shaping rights and obligations in
international cooperation, domestic commitments, possibilities and
limits of extraterritorial effect and its impact on the law of sanctions
and countermeasures in seeking compliance with international obliga-
tions incurred. It expounds the process of the principle of Common
Concern, defines thresholds and addresses the relationship to other and

23 C-366/10, Air Transport Association of America and others v. Secretary of State for Energy
and Climate Change, judgment of 21 Dec. 2011.
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related legal concepts. It discusses the particular role of non-state actors
and domestic courts in compensating the lack of reciprocity often found
on the international level. It expounds the added value beyond existing
law which Common Concern brings to the table and to international law
of the twenty-first century. It provides the basis upon which the doctrine
is tested in different regulatory areas, while equally taking into account
feedback from the other studies included in this volume.
We submit in concluding that common concern indeed has the

potential for a structural principle of CCH which not only could deploy
effects on the global level affecting all humankind, but as a general
principle of law operating within today’s realities and multilevel govern-
ance. Thus, it could also operate within states, interfacing different
communities. It provides important foundations in addressing collective
actions problems which cannot be solved independently but at least
require cooperation and interaction of two jurisdictions. It provides
inspiration and guidance in treaty negotiations in different sectors and
may eventually apply as a legal principle in its own right.

1.2 History, Evolution and Main Issues

1.2.1 Expression in Treaties

In 1988, based on a proposal tabled by Malta,24 the UN General
Assembly adopted Resolution 43/53, Protection of Global Climate for
Present and Future Generations of Mankind, recognising ‘that climate
change is a common concern of mankind, since climate is an essential
condition which sustains life on earth’.25

This was not an entirely new way of defining the shared and common
character of a specific area which is of significant importance to the entire
international community.26 The idea of common concern was referred to
in international law, prior to the debate on climate change, in the context

24 Malta though insisted that conservation of climate should be considered as a part of the
common heritage of humankind.

25 Protection of Global Climate for Present and Future Generations of Mankind, GA
Res. 43/53, UN Doc. A/RES/43/53 (6 Dec. 1988), www.un.org/documents/ga/res/43/
a43r053.htm.

26 P. Sands, Symposium: ‘The Globalization of Law, Politics, and Markets: Implications for
Domestic Law Reform, the “Greening” of International Law: Emerging Principles and
Rules’, Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies, 1 (1994), 293.
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of addressing shared problems relating to shared jurisdiction and
resources.27 It has its roots in the allocation of a joint protective zone
in the high seas, restricting the hunt of fur seals in the Bering Sea in
response by the tribunal to US claims of exclusive jurisdiction in the
1893 fur seal arbitration.28 As early as 1949, tuna and other fish were
considered to be ‘of common concern’ to the parties to certain treaties by
reason of their continued use by those parties.29 Invoking humankind
depicts the commonality and collective responsibility of states equally
found in other areas of international law. Outer space and the moon, on
the other hand, are the ‘province of all mankind’;30 waterfowl habitats are
regarded as ‘an international resource’;31 the natural and cultural heritage
are ‘part of the world heritage of mankind as a whole’;32 the conservation
of wild animals is for the good of mankind33 the resources of the seabed,
ocean floor and subsoil are ‘the common heritage of mankind’;34 and
plant genetic resources are ‘a heritage of mankind’.35

27 The author is indebted to Eva Köhler for insights into the historical development of
Common Concern in her student paper entitled ‘Common Concern of Mankind – Die
historischen Entwicklungen des Konzepts und seine inhaltliche Bedeutung’, master’s
thesis (University of Bern, Switzerland, 30 Dec. 2012) (on file with author).

28 Award between the United States and the United Kingdom relating to the rights of
jurisdiction of United States in the Bering Sea and the preservation of fur seals, 15
Aug. 1893, Reports of International Arbitral Awards vol. XXVIII 263–76, http://legal
.un.org/riaa/cases/vol_XXVIII/263-276.pdf. The summary award does not discuss the
notion of common interests, but mainly sets out the parameter of the protective zone
while recognising freedom of the high seas and declaring unilateral claims by the United
States unlawful. See M. Hoepfner, ‘Behring Sea Arbitration’, in R. Bernhardt (ed.),
Encyclopedia of Public International Law (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1981), pp. 36–7.

29 Convention for the Establishment of an Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission,
31 May 1949, 80 UNTS 3, 3 (entered into force 3 Mar. 1950).

30 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of
Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, 27 Jan. 1967, art. 1,
610 UNTS 205, 207 (entered into force 10 Oct. 1967).

31 Convention on Wetlands of International Importance Especially as Waterfowl Habitat,
2 Feb. 1971, 996 UNTS 245, 246 (entered into force 21 Dec. 1975).

32 UNESCO Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
16 Nov. 1972, 27 UST 37, 40, 11 ILM 1358, 1358 (entered into force 15 July 1975).

33 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, 23 June 1979,
19 ILM 11, 15–16 (entered into force 1 Nov. 1985).

34 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. Adopted 10 Dec. 1982, www.un.org/
depts/los/convention_agreements/convention_overview_convention.htm.

35 United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization Plant Genetics Undertaking, Art. 1,
UN FAO, 37th sess., UN Doc. C/83/Rep. (1983).
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These notions are not clearly distinguished. Some scholars suggested
that other areas such as fresh water36 or rainforests,37 deforestation38 and
desertification39 and marine biological diversity40 should be under the
umbrella of either common heritage of humankind or common concern
of mankind concepts. The same could be said for soil in the context of
food security as soil quality not only affects local populations but also
feeds people abroad, dependent upon the importation of agricultural
products of good quality.41

Eventually, the concept of ‘common concern of humankind’ was
developed and applied as a treaty-based notion: the 1992 UNFCCC states
that ‘change in the earth’s climate and its adverse effects are a common
concern of humankind’.42 The French text says: ‘conscientes que les
changements du climat de la planète et leurs effets néfastes sont un sujet
de préoccupation pour l’humanité tout entière’.43 The Spanish text reads:

36 E. Brown Weiss, ‘The Coming Water Crisis: A Common Concern of Humankind’,
Transnational Environmental Law, 1 (2012), 153–68; Brown Weiss, International Law
for a Water-Scarce World (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2013); P. Cullet, ‘Water Law in a
Globalised World: The Need for a New Conceptual Framework’, Journal of
Environmental Law, 23 (2011), 233–54. The author notes that at present, the proposal
to consider water as part of the common heritage of humankind sounds like wishful
thinking in a context where states have not even managed to agree on a progressive
international treaty for transboundary watercourses. Yet, the idea has already progressed.
This is confirmed, for instance, by recent developments in Quebec where water is now
legally considered common heritage.

37 D. Humphreys, ‘The Elusive Quest for a Global Forest Convention’, Review of
European Community and International Environmental Law, 14(1) (2005), 1–10;
P. Mason, ‘Inadequacies of the Amazon Fund: Evaluating Brazil’s Sovereignty in the
Context of Promising Market Mechanisms and the Need for International Oversight to
Protect the Amazon Rainforest’, Touro International Law Review, 13(116) (2010).

38 J. Brunée and A. Noellkaemper, ‘Between Forests and the Trees: The Emerging
International Forest Law’, Environmental Conservation, 23(309) (1996), 207–314.

39 D. French, ‘Common Concern, Common Heritage and Other Global(ising) Concepts:
Rhetorical Devices, Legal Principles or a Fundamental Challenge?’, in M. J. Bowman,
P. G. G. Davies and E. J. Goodwin (eds.), Research Handbook on Biodiversity and Law
(Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2016), pp. 334–60.

40 C. Bowling, E. Pierson and S. Ratté, ‘The Common Concern of Humankind: A Potential
Framework for a New International Legally Binding Instrument on the Conservation and
Sustainable Use of Marine Biological Diversity in the High Seas’, www.un.org/depts/los/
biodiversity/prepcom_files/BowlingPiersonandRatte_Common_Concern.pdf.

41 S. T. Cottier and E. Bürgi Bonanomi, ‘Soil as a Common Concern: Towards Disciplines
on Sustainable Land Management’, in T. Cottier and K. Nadakavukaren Schefer,
Encylopedia of International Economic Law (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2017),
p. 627.

42 UNFCCC, supra n. 6.
43 www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19920113/index.html.
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‘Reconociendo que los cambios del clima de la Tierra y sus efectos
adversos son una preocupación común de toda la humanidad’.44 (In
the 2015 Paris Accord the term problem is used: ‘Reconociendo que el
cambio climático es un problema de toda la humanidad’; subsequent
texts again use the term preoccupatión.) The German translation reads:
‘in der Erkenntnis, dass Änderungen des Erdklimas und ihre nachteiligen
Auswirkungen die ganze Menschheit mit Sorge erfüllen’.45

These terms were reproduced in the preamble of the 2015 Paris
Agreement and newly linked to a multitude of aspirations essentially
related to human rights and intergenerational equity:46

Acknowledging that climate change is a common concern of humankind,
Parties should, when taking action to address climate change, respect,
promote and consider their respective obligations on human rights, the
right to health, the rights of indigenous peoples, local communities,
migrants, children, persons with disabilities and people in vulnerable
situations and the right to development, as well as gender equality,
empowerment of women and intergenerational equity.

The 2017 Declaration of Ethical Principles in relation to Climate Change
of 13 November 2017 restates climate change as a common concern but
adds new and important elements to the effect that the task is one of
multilevel governance:47

Also recognizing that climate change is a common concern for all human-
kind, and convinced that the global and local challenges of climate change
cannot be met without the participation of all people at all levels of society
including States, international organizations, sub-national entities, local
authorities, indigenous peoples, local communities, the private sector,
civil society organizations, and individuals.

In French, the texts reads:

Reconnaissant également que le changement climatique est une
préoccupation commune de l’humanité, et convaincus que les défis mon-
diaux et locaux ne peuvent être relevés sans la participation de tous, à tous

44 https://unfccc.int/process/conferences/pastconferences/paris-climate-change-conference-
november-2015/paris-agreement.

45 www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19920113/index.html.
46 https://unfccc.int/process/conferences/pastconferences/paris-climate-change-conference-

november-2015/paris-agreement (containing all six official languages of the text).
47 http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=49457&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_

SECTION=201.html (accessed 28 Aug. 2018).
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les niveaux de la société, y compris les États, les organisations internatio-
nales, les entités infranationales, les peuples autochtones, les
communautés locales, le secteur privé, les organisations de la société civile
et les individus.

In Spanish, the text reads:

Reconociendo también que el cambio climático es una preocupación
común de toda la humanidad, y convencidos de que no hay posibilidad
de responder a los problemas mundiales y locales que plantea el cambio
climático sin la participación de todas las personas y todos los estratos de
la sociedad, desde Estados y organizaciones internacionales hasta enti-
dades subnacionales, autoridades locales, poblaciones indígenas, comuni-
dades locales, sector privado, organizaciones de la sociedad civil
y particulares.

The 1992 Biodiversity Convention (CBD) equally affirms that ‘conser-
vation of biological diversity is a common concern of humankind’.48 The
2001 International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture (ITPGRFA) states ‘that plant genetic resources for food and
agriculture are a common concern of all countries, in that all countries
depend very largely on plant genetic resources for food and agriculture
that originated elsewhere’.49 This term, however, is also used for cultural
goods in a broad sense. In the preamble of the 2003 UNESCO
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, it
is referred to as follows: ‘Being aware of the universal will and the
common concern to safeguard the intangible cultural heritage of
humanity’.50

As of 2018, these are the main references to common concern that
currently exist in international treaty language. Sometimes, related
terms are used. The preamble of the 1992 UN Convention on
Desertification uses the following terms: ‘Reflecting the urgent concern

48 Convention on Biological Diversity, 5 June 1992, supra n. 12.
49 International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture, preamble,

para. 3, adopted by consensus at the 31st session of the Conference of the FAO of 3
Nov. 2001 (see supra n. 13); the preceding instrument, the non-binding International
Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture proclaimed the
‘universally accepted principle that plant genetic resources are a heritage of mankind
and consequently should be available without restriction’ (Halewood et al., supra n. 14,
p. 12).

50 Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage adopted 17
Oct. 2003 (supra n. 15).
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of the international community, including States and international
organizations, about the adverse impacts of desertification and
drought’.51 The International Law Commission (ILC) states that it is a
‘[p]ressing concern of the international community as a whole’, albeit
in a different context, merely as a criterion to select its topics.52

Recourse to the notion of concern has been limited to, or related
to, regulatory areas of natural resource management and efforts to
protect them from overexploitation and degradation. This is also true
for using the concept for the protection of cultural diversity as it
is considered of vital importance to the conservation of biodiversity
and thus the preservation of a multitude of generic resources.
Common concern, however, has not been employed in other areas
indicated above of public international law, so far. It has been
highly path dependent within the environmental and ecological legal
community so far and does not potentially encompass all of
international law.
Neither human rights, nor compliance with basic standards, nor jus

cogens are expressed in terms of common concern. The central focal
point here has been human dignity and less so the dimension of
international cooperation and compliance. The same holds true in
international economic law. Neither trade law nor investment law, nor
monetary, financial and tax law have recourse to common concern. Also,
the doctrine and principles of sustainable development goals (SDGs)
do not conceptualise common concern of humankind, albeit the fact
that it is at the heart of the matter.53 Finally, on the procedural side,
duties to consult, to negotiate and to cooperate often have not had
recourse to common concern of humankind and seek to evolve without
the support of it. This leads to the question whether CHH has a life and
standing on its own, or whether it merely captures what the law, in
other forms and content, already entails. Can it go beyond rhetoric and
political appeal?

51 United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in those Countries Experiencing
Serious Drought and/or Desertification, particularly in Africa, UN GA A/CC/241/27 (12
Sept. 1994), www.unccd.int/sites/default/files/relevant-links/2017-01/English_0.pdf.

52 G. Nolte, ‘The International Law Commission and Community Interests’, in E. Benevisti
and G. Nolte (eds.), Community Interests across International Law (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2018), pp. 101–17, 114.

53 www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals.
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1.2.2 What Is CCH?

1.2.2.1 Scholarly Work

It does not come as a surprise that in the literature common concern of
humankind is a notion originally and mainly dealt with in the context of
international environmental law. It was alluded to, but not further
developed, in the 1987 Brundtland Report54 and eventually discussed
mainly in relation to the concept of common heritage of mankind55 –
avoiding property allocations.56 The latter essentially emerged in support
to claims by developing countries relating to marine resources in the
context of UNCLOS III and the Area, preventing the appropriation of
manganese nodules in the high seas by states. Through collaborative
efforts, developing countries sought to obtain access to advanced tech-
nology and shared exploitation by invoking common heritage.57 At the
same time, these countries reiterated the principle of permanent sover-
eignty over natural resources, denying the concept of shared resources
within national territories. Common heritage of mankind constrained
both national sovereignty of industrialised and developing countries and
eventually failed to materialise in result except for the 1979 Agreement

54 United Nations, Our Common Future: Report of the World Commission on Environment
(New York: United Nations, 1987), www.un-documents.net/our-common-future.pdf
(accessed 28 Aug. 2018). The first part of the report was entitled ‘Common Concerns’.

55 W. Stocker, Das Prinzip des Common Heritage of Mankind als Ausdruck des
Staatengemeinschaftsinteresses im Völkerrecht (Zurich: Schulthess, 1983); K. Baslar, The
Concept of Common Heritage of Mankind in International Law (Leiden: Brill, 1998);
R. Wolfrum, ‘The Principle of Common Heritage of Mankind’, Zeitschrift für
ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (ZaöRV), 43 (1983), 312–37.

56 M. Tolba, ‘The Implications of the “Common Concern of Mankind Concept” on Global
Environmental Issues’, Revista IIDH, 13 (1991), 237–46; A. Kiss, ‘International Trade and
the Common Concern of Humankind’, in K. Bosselmann and B. J. Richardson (eds.),
Environmental Justice and Market Mechanisms: Key Challenges for Environmental Law
and Policy (Leiden: Kluwer Law International, 1999); J. Brunnée, ‘Common Areas,
Common Heritage and Common Concern’, in D. Bodansky, J. Brunnée and E. Hey
(eds.), The Oxford Handbook of International Environmental Law (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2007), pp. 550–73; J. Murillo, ‘Common Concern of Humankind and
Its Implications in International Environmental Law’,Macquarie Journal of International
and Comparative Environmental Law, 5 (2008), 133–47.

57 Cottier, supra n. 19, pp. 50–9.
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Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies (Moon Treaty)58 and the 1959 Antarctic Treaty.59

Common concern of humankind was a response to the rejection of
common heritage of mankind as it did not question the principle of
permanent sovereignty over natural resources. Scholars expounded
possible legal implications, from soft law to customary international
law, even ascribing effects of jus cogens, prohibiting severe environmental
harm as a community interest.
A group of legal experts was convened by UNEP in 1990 to lay down

the normative foundations in preparation for the 1992 Rio Conference.
In its report, it stressed the importance to balance the rights of states with
the interests of the international community. To this effect, the group
invoked the concept of common concern of mankind, transgressing the
notion of international concern. Referring to climate change, it found
that the concept is ‘focusing on issues which were truly fundamental to
all mankind’.60 Brunnée considers common concern to amount to a facet
of the doctrine of common interest and thus taking up an existing
tradition in international law.61 Nolte seems to understand it as a specific
subset of community interests inherent to international law.62 Others
relate the roots to the public trust doctrine.63 Judge Cançado Trindade
considers common concern of humankind to be a derivative concept of
common heritage of mankind, devoid of controversial proprietary fea-
tures, rooted in natural law and subject to further elaboration. He stresses
the importance of commonness in both concepts and argues that it

58 UNTS 1363, p. 3; https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=IND&mtdsg_no=
XXIV-2&chapter=24&clang=_en (accessed 28 Aug. 2018).

59 UNTS 402 I 5778 https://treaties.un.org/pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=0800000280136dbc
(accessed 28 Aug. 2018).

60 ‘Report on the Proceedings of the Meeting, Prepared by Co-Rapporteurs A. A. Cançado
Trindade and D. J. Attard’, in D. J. Attard (ed.), The Meeting of the Group of Legal Experts
to Examine the Concept of the Common Concern of Mankind in Relation to the Global
Environmental Issues, Malta, 13–15 Dec. 1990 (Nairobi: UNEP, 1991), pp. 19–47, 20. For
a summary, see A. A. Cançado Trindade, infra n. 64, at 344–5.

61 J. Brunnée, ‘“Common Interest”: Echoes from an Empty Shell? Some Thoughts on
Common Interest and International Environmental Law’, ZaöRV, 49 (2008), 791–808.

62 Nolte, supra n. 52, at 114.
63 V. P. Nado and K. R. William, ‘The Public Trust Doctrine: A Viable Approach to

International Environmental Protection’, Ecology Law Quarterly, 5 (271) (1976). Today,
the doctrine will be of particular interest to implement CCH in domestic law (K. King,
‘Redefining the Common Concern Principle: The Public Trust Doctrine as the Domestic
Component to Common Concern’, student paper, Faculty of Law, University of Ottawa,
22 Jan. 2015 (on file with author)).
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would have been better if common concern of humankind – to be further
developed – had preceded the proprietary doctrine of common heritage
of mankind. Both are mutually supportive and stress ‘universally shared
values’.64 Cottier et al. expounded the role of a principle of Common
Concern of Humankind (CCH) (in capital letters) in climate change
mitigation and adaptation, in particular addressing the relationship to
public goods.65 Horn discussed common concern of humankind as a
potential foundation to a human right to the environment, to environ-
mental human rights and to intergenerational equity.66 Soltau, in an
effort to unpack common concern of humankind, identifies the following
fundamental characteristics essentially based on community interests: (a)
the interests concerned extend beyond those of individual states and
touch on values or ethics of global significance; (b) threats to the interests
concerned are marked by their gravity and potential irreversibility of
impacts and (c) safeguarding the interests involved requires collective
action and entails collective responsibility.67 Kirgis discusses common
concern as a foundation for action erga omnes and a standing of states in
environmental affairs affecting all states.68

As to normativity, Dobson ascribes to the principle an important
‘signalling function’.69 Brown Weiss emphasises the importance of values
and considers common concern as an important emerging principle as a
legal basis for new commitments to sustainability.70 Brunnée recognises

64 A. A. Cançado Trindade, International Law for Humankind: Towards a New Jus
Gentium (2nd ed., Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2013), pp. 344, 348, 352.

65 T. Cottier, P. Aerni, B. Karapınar, S. Matteotti, J. de Sépibus and A. Shingal, ‘The
Principle of Common Concern and Climate Change’, Archiv des Völkerrechts (AVR),
52 (2014), 293–324.

66 For detailed and extensive discussion, see L. S. Horn, ‘The Common Concern of
Humankind and Legal Protection of the Global Environment’, PhD (University of
Sydney, 2000) (on file with author).

67 F. Soltau, ‘Common Concern of Humankind’, in C. P. Carlane, K. R. Gray and R. G.
Tarasofsky (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of International Climate Change Law (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2016), pp. 202–13, at pp. 207–8.

68 F. L. Kirgis. ‘Standing to Challenge Human Endeavours that Could Change the Climate’,
American Journal of International Law, 84 (1990), 525–30; L. Horn, ‘The Implications of
the Concept of Common Concern of a Human Kind on a Human Right to a Healthy
Environment’, Macquarie Journal of International and Comparative Environmental Law,
1 (2004), 233–69.

69 N. L. Dobson, ‘Extraterritoriality in International Law: The Case of EU Climate
Protection’, PhD (University of Utrecht, 2018), p. 43.

70 E. Brown Weiss, ‘Nature and the Law: The Global Commons and the Common Concern
of Humankind’, Sustainable Humanity, Sustainable Nature: Our Responsibility, Political
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the potential for common concern to evolve by consensus in treaty and
customary law.71

While mainly limited to environmental law, Beitz alludes to common
concern as a foundation for international human rights protection in
general.72 Nadakavukaren Schefer and Cottier develop the relationship of
a principle of Common Concern to the emerging Responsibility to
Protect (R2P) in international humanitarian law. They suggest that R2P
amounts to perhaps the most advanced area of Common Concern, as it
not only entails a right, but also an obligation to act abroad.73 Cottier
submits that jus cogens – and the difficulties in implementing the con-
cept – could be conceptualised in terms of a principle of CCH.74

Kontolemis suggests it as relevant to the more concrete case of exchange
rate policies.75 Finally, Cottier and Matteotti-Berkutova analyse the rela-
tion of WTO law to and limitations imposed on the principle of
Common Concern by the disciplines of the law of the World Trade
Organization (WTO), for example in referring to border tax adjustment
or subsidies.76

In all these works, it is generally recognised that common concern of
humankind entails a normative potential, but the contours have largely
remained vague, undefined, not agreed and so far not accepted in state
practice and international law beyond preambular treaty texts. Up to
present date, it has remained unclear whether common concern of
humankind goes beyond the concept of common interests in natural
resource law, dating back to the nineteenth-century discussions on global

Academy of Sciences, Extra Series 41 (Vatican City, 2014); www.pas.va/content/dam/
accademia/pdf/es41/es41-brownweiss.pdf (accessed 15 Sept. 2018).

71 Brunée, supra n. 56, at 564–7.
72 C. Beitz, C., ‘Human Rights as a Common Concern’, American Political Science Review,

95 (2001), 269–81.
73 K. Nadakavuaren Schefer and T. Cottier, ‘Responsibility to Protect (R2P) and the

Emerging Principle of Common Concern’, in P. Hilpold (ed.), Die Schutzverantwortung
(R2P). Ein Paradigmenwechsel in der Entwicklung des Internationalen Rechts? (Leiden:
Martinus Nijhoff, 2013), pp 123–42; see Section 1.7.3.

74 T. Cottier, ‘Improving Compliance: Jus Cogens and International Economic Law’,
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 46 (2017), 329–56; see Section 1.7.2.

75 Z. Kontolemis, ‘Exchange Rates Are a Matter of Common Concern: Policies in the Run-
up to the Euro?’, Directorate General Economic and Monetary Affairs Papers, 191 (2003);
see Chapter 7 in this volume.

76 T. Cottier and S. Matteotti-Berkutova, ‘International Environmental Law and the
Evolving Concept of Common Concern of Mankind’, in T. Cottier, O. Nartova and
Z. Bigdeli Sadeq (eds.), International Trade Regulation and the Mitigation of Climate
Change (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), pp. 21–47.
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commons, in particular those of the high seas.77 Equally, the relationship
to community interests, recently attracting much attention, has remained
unclear and was only marginally touched upon.78 The relationship to
community interests and to other legal principles, except for the principle
of common heritage of mankind, and other areas of public international
law has not been sufficiently explored; neither has there been an attempt
to move towards a broader and admittedly more ambitious exercise of
conceptualising common concern as a matter of a fundamental legal
principle, albeit a promising potential has been recognised.79

Overall, the content and implications of common concern of human-
kind are not settled and need further work. French aptly summarises the
current state of play: either it is possible to conceptualise common
concern of humankind and bring about normative coherence, or there
is ‘a real risk that the discussion descends into little more than retrospect-
ive realpolitik’.80

1.2.2.2 Work of the ILC

The International Law Commission of the United Nations (ILC)
addressed common concern of humankind in its discussion on the legal
protection of the atmosphere. In his second report, rapporteur Shinya
Murase carefully elaborated on the emerging concept of common con-
cern of humankind and suggested, in light of existing references in
international agreements, to deploy the concept in the present context

77 Supra n. 28; J. Brunnée, ‘Common Interest – Echoes from an Empty Shell’, Zeitschrift für
ausländisches öffentliches Recht und Völkerrecht (ZaöRV), 49 (1989), 791–808;
A. Pardoand and C. Q. Christol, ‘The Common Interest: Tension between the Whole
and the Parts’, in R. Macdonald and D. Johnston (eds.), The Structure and Process of
International Law (The Hague: Kluwer, 1993), pp. 643–60.

78 See E. Benvenisti and G. Nolte (eds.), Community Interests across International Law
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018); W. Benedek, K. de Feyter, M. C. Kettemann and
Ch. Voigt, The Common Interest in International Law (Cambridge: Intersentia, 2014).

79 Horn, supra n. 66.
80 French, supra n. 39, pp. 334–59, 344. See also F. Biermann, ‘Common Concern of

Humankind: The Emergence of a New Concept of a New Concept of International
Environmental Law’, Archiv des Völkerrechts (AVR), 34 (1996), 426–81; E. Brown
Weiss, ‘The Coming Water Crisis: A Common Concern of Humankind’, Transnational
Environmental Law, 1 (2012), 153–68; Brunée, supra n. 56, at 564–67, yet allowing for
consensus-based developments of common concern doctrine in treaty and
customary law.
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and to recognise that the degradation of the atmosphere is a common
concern of humankind:81

Draft Guideline 3: Common concern of humankind

The atmosphere is a natural resource essential for sustaining life on Earth,
human health and welfare, and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, and
hence the degradation of atmospheric conditions is a common concern
of humankind.

The second report on the protection of the atmosphere amounts, as of
today, to the most extensive official document on common concern
within the United Nations. The rapporteur carefully reviews existing
treaties and the literature, its relationship to common heritage, duties
to cooperate and community obligations erga omnes. He recognises the
emerging but unsettled status of common concern of humankind. He no
longer suggests it in terms of a normative concept to protect. Instead he
proposed, in parallel and line with the UNFCCC, to include the finding
that the degradation of the atmosphere is a common concern of human-
kind.82 The suggestion was met with opposition in the Commission.
Mr Murphy argued that the concept has not been known in the present
context and that there is no evidence in state practice. It therefore should
not be used. Moreover, it has remained undefined:

There was no need to continue the list to make it clear that States did not
find the concept helpful when developing treaty regimes. The Special
Rapporteur seemed to think that the presence of the simple word ‘con-
cern’ in some of those instruments was sufficient to support the concept

81 International Law Commission, 67th sess., Geneva, 4 May–5 June and 6 July–7
Aug. 2015, second report on the protection of the atmosphere by Shinya Murase,
Special Rapporteur, A/CN.4.681 (2 Mar. 2015), at 25, 49. The first report suggested in
more normative terms that protection of the atmosphere is a common concern of
humankind:

Draft Guideline 3: Legal Status of the atmosphere

(a) The atmosphere is a natural resource essential for sustaining life on earth,
human health and welfare, and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems; hence,
its protection is a common concern of humankind.

(b) Nothing in the present draft guidelines is intended to affect the legal status
of airspace under applicable international law.

82 Ibid., 17–25.
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of common concern of humankind, but that logic was both untenable and
unpersuasive. The reality was that States were perfectly well aware of the
concept and had pointedly and repeatedly chosen not to use it . . .

Of the 10 States that had, in autumn 2014, commented on the concept of
common concern of humankind as it had appeared in the Special
Rapporteur’s first report, 8 had expressed serious concerns about using
the phrase. The most common objection had been the undefined charac-
ter of the concept and the uncertainty as to what legal obligations flowed
from it. He therefore considered that using the concept of common
concern in the face of rather extensive contrary State practice would be
unjustified and inappropriate, and hence a poor decision. As such, he did
not think that draft guideline 3 should be sent to the Drafting
Committee.83

Mr Nolte equally emphasised that the implications of the common
concern of humankind are not established to be taken up as a principle
and should be restrained to preambular language.

[H]e had expressed doubts about the wisdom of recognizing a principle of
common concern of humankind, as he considered that the implications of
such an approach should be established first. Although he was somewhat
reassured by the Special Rapporteur’s report, which clearly excluded the
expansive interpretations of the concept proposed by certain academics,
he was still not convinced that recognizing the protection of the atmos-
phere as a common concern of humankind should take the form of a
principle, as proposed in draft guideline 3. The fact that States had been
reluctant to use the phrase ‘common concern of humankind’ was not a
reason for the Commission not to use it. However, rather than being
recognized as a principle, it could be mentioned in the preamble, as was
the case in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, along with any explanation necessary to avoid the risk of too
broad an interpretation.84

In light of these comments, reference to common concern of humankind
was deleted in subsequent work on the protection of the atmosphere,
reflecting the conservative mandate of the ILC in codifying international
law and contributing to its development. Even a factual statement that
degradation of the atmosphere was considered too extensive.
The renewed recognition of common concern of humankind in the

2015 Paris Agreement renders some of the objections made in the ILC

83 ILC, 67th sess. (first part), Provisional summary record of the 3246th meeting, 6 May
2015, A/CN.4/SR.3246 (11 Jan. 2016), at 4–5.

84 Ibid., at 9. But see also n. 85.
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obsolete.85 The problem of lacking precision and undefined and vague-
ness remains and needs to be addressed. Yet, rejecting common concern as
a potential principle for such reasons reflects a strong positivist tradition
which ignores the function of the ILC to contribute to the evolution of
international law in addressing real-life problems of the international
community. It fails to recognise that principles emerge and gain contours
through conceptual work, practice and application. It is in the nature of a
principle that it cannot be set out in terms of a precise rule at the outset but
bears the potential to grow and develop in time, as it could, for example, be
observed in the field of maritime boundary delimitation based upon
equitable principles fully undefined at the outset.86 While some restraint
may be justified in terms of a narrowly understood mandate of the ILC,
rejecting the concept is regrettably an opportunity missed. The finding
does not dispense international lawyers, negotiators and courts of law from
seeking to identify its place and role in international law in light of
contemporary challenges. It does not dispense from addressing the prob-
lem of sovereignty and its impact on the failure to address pressing issues
and challenges.

1.2.2.3 Open Questions and Agenda

We can readily see from the scholarly debate that common concern of
humankind implies some kind of enhanced commitment and obligations
to international cooperation, reinforcing the shift of classical inter-
national law from coexistence to cooperation87, and ultimately perhaps
even to integration and legal harmonisation in specific regulatory areas.
Yet, as confirmed and observed by the ILC, the normative impact of
common concern of humankind, failing effective cooperation, has
remained unclear. Many issues remain open and there are fears that
the concept is too intrusive and hostile to self-determination.
Does a future principle of CCH, alter the rules on, and the quality of,

international cooperation, unilateral application of domestic law and
recourse to sanctions and countermeasures? Does CCH alter, or impact
upon, the existing principles defining the boundaries of extraterritorial
application of domestic law as they can most clearly be observed in the

85 See also Nolte supra n. 52, at 114–15, noting that the ILC underestimated the normative
potential of the principle in light of its restatement in the 2015 Paris Accord on climate
change.

86 See Cottier, supra n. 19.
87 W. Friedmann, The Chancing Structure of International Law (London: Stevens, 1964).
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application of domestic competition law.88 What is the role of unilateral
measures addressing free riding? How does it relate to shared but differ-
entiated responsibility? What is the role of responsibility and liability in
the context of CCH? Does the principle go beyond existing obligations to
avoid transboundary harm in international environmental law?89 Does it
assume responsibilities of states in responding to developments of poten-
tially global impact which take place in other jurisdictions? Finally, what
is the relationship to community interests and public goods, in particular
global public goods?
In asking these questions, recall that the notion of common concern of

humankind – other than common heritage of mankind – does not
fundamentally alter the paradigms of permanent sovereignty over natural
resources and of territoriality.90 But, as a legal principle, it may modify
jurisdictional boundaries in assuming enhanced and shared responsibil-
ities among states. The responsibility of each state to prevent harm, in
particular by the adoption of national environmental standards and
international environmental obligations, will also differ based on the
extent of its development.91 As reflected in Principle 7 of the 1992 Rio
Declaration, states are required to cooperate to assume differential
responsibilities and to take into account the needs of all members of
the international community in developing and applying policies and
laws previously thought to be solely a matter of domestic jurisdiction.92

Developing a normative principle of Common Concern seeks to struc-
ture the interactive process of producing public goods by defining duties
to negotiate and cooperate, the obligations to do homework, and the

88 See leading cases: A. Ahlstöm Oy v. Commission, Case 114/85, [1988] ECR 5193; United
States v. Aluminum Company of America, 148 F 2d 416 (2nd Cir. 1945); cf. R. Wish and
D. Bailey, Competition Law (7th ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011),
pp. 191, 297.

89 Trail Smelter Case (Decision of 11 Mar. 1941) (United States v. Canada) 3 RIAA 1938.
90 See also. French, supra n. 39, pp. 334–60.
91 See P. Sands, Principles of International Environmental Law (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2004).
92 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, A/Conf. 15/26 (Vol. I) Annex I,

Principle 7 states: ‘States shall cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve,
protect and restore the health and integrity of the Earth’s ecosystem. In view of the
different contributions to global environmental degradation, States have common but
differentiated responsibilities. The developed countries acknowledge the responsibility
that they bear in the international pursuit of sustainable development in view of the
pressures their societies place on the global environment and of the technologies and
financial resources they command.’
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scope of second-best unilateral action of states or of the EU, furthering
solutions to the problem identified.

The distinction of principle and rules offers the foundation of analysis as
to whether Common Concern is a suitable legal concept.93 A comparison
with established foundations and principles of public international law will
be necessary, in particular sovereignty, permanent sovereignty over natural
resources, non-interference and self-determination, equality of states,
shared interests and public trust, UN principles of cooperation, emerging
principles relating to sustainable development,94 shared responsibility,95

and traditional legal principles in particular human rights, the protection
of legitimate expectations, equity and proportionality. The relationship to
existing treaty obligations, in particular in the field of international trade,
need to be further discussed. What is the impact of a principle of CCH on
treaty interpretation? What is its impact in the context of sanctions and
countermeasures addressing failures to honour the principle of Common
Concern?96 Finally, we ask what role the principle of Common Concern
can play beyond international law. To what extent can it be employed,
within a system of multilevel governance, to address shared problems
within unions and states as well?.

1.3 Foundations and Prospects of CCH

1.3.1 A Process of Claims and Responses

Common concern of humankind, so far, has mainly been a source of
inspiration. It encourages and stimulates taking up responsibilities and to
reflect and to develop appropriate policy instruments in addressing a
challenge of magnitude. As a source of inspiration, it assists in developing
new forms of cooperation, funding and interaction emerging in state
practice and treaty-making. It thus is able to influence, as a powerful
message, the evolution of international law in the age of globalisation
facing new types of challenges beyond long-standing threats to inter-
national peace and security addressed in the United Nations Charter.

93 R. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978).
94 K. Gehne, Nachhaltige Entwicklung als Rechtsprinzip (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011).
95 P. A. Nollkaemper, ‘Issues of Shared Responsibility before the International Court of

Justice’, in E. Rieter and H. de Waele (eds.), Evolving Principles of International Law,
Studies in Honour of Karel C. Wellens (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff, 2012), pp. 199–237.

96 Cottier and Matteotti-Berkutova, supra n. 76.
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It assists shaping new approaches to different regulatory areas addressed
in this project and book and beyond.
At the same time, and given the undefined and elusive shape of

common concern of humankind, it can be objected that the notion is
devoid of a normative concept and thus part of hortatory treaty language
of no legal consequence. It may deploy symbolic and psychological
effects. It may stimulate debate and action, emphasising the seriousness
of a problem. Indeed, the description of common concern in the
2015 Paris Agreement encompasses all kinds of inflationary aspirations
which render meaning difficult beyond existing normative concepts in
public international law. Moreover, it can be easily objected that the
scope is limited to specific declarations and treaties calling upon common
concern in specific areas of environmental law; it therefore cannot be
applied in terms of a general principle. Finally, it may be argued that
common concern does not and cannot amount to a general principle of
law. Unlike equity, proportionality, good faith and the protection of
legitimate expectations (such as acquiescence and estoppel), or the pro-
hibition of the retroactive effect of law, common concern is not known in
domestic legal systems, unless disguised in other principles such as
solidarity (Bundestreue) within federations. At any rate, it is interesting
to observe that in 2019 the most comprehensive and modern encyclo-
paedia of public international law did not include an entry on common
concern on humankind.97 To the best of our knowledge, it has not played
a role in international adjudication as of today. It need not stay like that.
While the legal nature of common concern of humankind so far has

been elusive and in very early stages of inception, we submit that this
source of inspiration should be further developed and recognised as a
principle of law based upon which legal effects in terms of rights and
obligations shall be broadly defined. Beyond recognition in the field of
international environmental law, it bears the potential to emerge into a
legal discipline of its own in the process of claims, responses, debate and
recognition addressed. Likewise, and inspired by processes in inter-
national law, common concern may eventually evolve in a principle of
law applicable to multilevel governance within states. Sub-federal levels
face the same challenges. Within the European Union and regional
integration, transboundary problems may amount to common concerns.
Within federate states, common concerns arise among and between

97 See Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2012), vol. III.
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states, provinces, Bundesländer and cantons. And within these, common
concerns arise among districts and communes on the local level.
Indeed, established legal principles at the outset often find their roots

in broad moral, philosophical and scholarly argument and claims. They
eventually find recognition in case law, international declarations and,
perhaps, eventually in treaty law. We recall the advent of the principle of
non-intervention in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, until its full
and formal recognition and the prohibition of warfare in Article 2(4) of
the UN Charter.98 We recall that the principle of human dignity entered
international law and informed the body of human rights. We recall the
evolution and recognition of the Continental Shelf doctrine and subse-
quently of the exclusive economic zone (EEZ), and of equitable principles
in maritime boundary delimitation, based upon the unilateral
1945 Truman Proclamation. They were eventually shaped judge-made
law.99 We recall the advent of the principle of common heritage of
mankind, and more recently of the principle of sustainable development,
the discussion of which was launched in the Brundtland Report in 1987.
Today, the latter forms part of the mainstream of international law. It led
to the recognition of the principle of sustainable development and the
SDGs. Other principles have remained contested as of today, such as the
precautionary principle, as opposed to a precautionary approach. Others
again are inherently limited to reciprocal treaty relations, in particular
the principles of most-favoured-nation treatment and national treatment
in international economic law.
The recognition of these principles depends upon an international

process of claims by states, the economy, non-state actors including
businesses, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), political parties
and civil society, and upon responses to such claims in the international
political and legal process. They are not objectively existing or part of
natural law.100 Responses may accept, qualify or reject claims made, and

98 See N. Stürchler, The Threat of Use of Force in International Law (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007), pp. 7–28.

99 For a detailed account and analysis, see Cottier, supra n. 19.
100 See also Nolte, supra n. 52, at 103:

A community interest is not something which exists objectively, but needs
to be socially established (constructed, recognized). The establishment of a
community interest in international law usually begins with a claim by a
certain actor which then becomes politically more widely accepted, by
persuasion or by different forms of pressure. The process by which a
community interest is established is usually fed by many informal (political
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depending upon consent or acquiescence eventually may find entry into
treaty law or be recognised as customary international law by courts of
law, essentially as a matter of judge-made law. The history and formation
of public international law has been shaped over the last three centuries
by such processes, from the early days of the Westphalian system con-
fronted with claims of sovereignty, developed in the scholarship of Bodin
and Hobbes, the principles of mare clausum expounded by Selden and of
freedom of the high seas argued by Grotius, or the principles of sovereign
equality of states, of self-determination and of independence. What today
we take for granted as well-established principles of public international
law found its inception in scholarly writings and the process of claims
and responses of states. Each period in history faces its own challenges,
bringing about new principles. It is difficult to see why this should be
different in today’s interdependent world for a principle of CCH.

1.3.2 Towards a Principle of Law

CCH may thus evolve into a general principle, structuring the govern-
ance of serious transboundary problems. Claims and responses will
define its contours and normative contents beyond elusive aspirations.
Claims and responses will also control the recognition of fields of law to
which the principle of CCH applies. Today, global warming is the prime
example in point. While the contours remain vague, we recalled above
that the international community agreed to rate global warming and the
challenges of climate change mitigation and adaptation as a common
concern of humankind in the 1988 United Nations General Assembly
Resolution upon the motion of Malta who introduced the idea – after
pioneering the concept of common heritage of mankind. It was adopted
in the 1992 Framework Convention and restated in the 2015 Paris

or other) impulses whose legal relevance is determined by secondary rules
of international law. Secondary rules determine how a political process can
result in a legal rule. The process by which an international legal rule may
emerge is usually determined by an international organization, or by a
conference of states parties, or by the conclusion of a treaty, or by the
formation of a rule of customary international law.

Nolte is referring to J. Klabbers, ‘What Role for international Organizations in the
Promotion of Community Interests?’, in E. Benvenisti and G. Nolte (eds.), Community
Interests in International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), pp. 86, 92. The
distinction of secondary and primary rules draws upon H. L. A. Hart, The Concept of
Law (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961).
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Agreement.101 Other areas may witness a similar process in future days.
Whether or not a matter is deemed a common concern is open to
initiatives, to debate, approval or rejection in the diplomatic and legal
process of lawmaking. In addition to treaty-making, specific areas of
common concern may emerge in the process of customary lawmaking,
argued and finally determined in case law on the basis of the evidence of
opinio juris sive necessitates. There is no difference to other principles
recognised in such processes. Finally, they may flow from recognising
existing legal concepts as a common concern, such as jus cogens and the
existence of peremptory norms, or the doctrine of Responsibility to
Protect (R2P), the law of sanctions and countermeasures, and of extra-
territorial effect of domestic law.102 Subsequent chapters of the book will
address whether and why the principle of CCH can and should apply to a
particular transboundary problem. In this chapter, we focus on the
principle as such.
The principle of CCH, as applied to a specific sector and issue, may

thus eventually be recognised in treaty law, based upon agreement,
consensus or majority rule. It may modulate and find specific expression,
suitable to particular fields of law. It will be a matter of international and
domestic courts to decide whether the principle has achieved a status in
customary international law or as a general principle of law in relation to
particular regulatory areas, or in general. It is likely that they will play a
leading role in shaping the general principle beyond politics and inter-
national diplomacy. The authority of it will essentially depend upon how
the inspirational force and power of common concern is creatively taken
up by scholars, legal counsels, advocates and judges sitting over unre-
solved issues in this process of claims, responses, debate and recognition.
As in history, courts of law and the way they operate in an organised
adversarial manner is the most suitable branch of governance to make
these determinations in general law.
In the process of law, legal principles provide fundamental guidance

and directions; they differ from specific rules and the standard dichot-
omy of making and applying such rules. Conceptualising CCH as a
principle thus seeks to expound underlying values, broadly defined rights
and obligations the application of which depends upon a particular
context. Accordingly, results may vary within the broad framework of
the principle. We thus should not expect a detailed set of rules

101 See Section 1.2.1.
102 See Sections 1.7.2–1.7.3.
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commensurate with the principle. This does not exclude that the
principle and its components eventually will produce more detailed
and specific rules which may further refine its contents and provide
enhanced legal security in different fields of the law. Common Concern
thus may translate in specific regimes in treaties, legislation and case law,
comparable to the evolution of English equity which brought about
particular legal institutions in the course of time.103 Or, it may be
comparable to modern developments in human rights practice or prac-
tice relating to the principles of non-discrimination in the case law of the
WTO, refining the scope of protection and exceptions thereof. At this
stage, the inquiry is limited to expound the fundamental tenets of
Common Concern and to demonstrate that it basically is suitable for a
legal principle in international law and a legal principle in a domestic and
federal context. It may provide guidance to take up shared problems
within sub-federal entities under constitutional law.
In doing so, Common Concern is able to borrow from existing legal

disciplines and ideas, shaping them in a new context of transboundary
problems. It does not start from scratch, but builds upon the traditions of
equity, the doctrine of public trust and the fundamental idea of law in
preserving peace and stability in society.

1.3.2.1 Recourse to Equity

Equity has played an important role in addressing problems unsettled in
positive law. It is present in all legal systems and offers a door of entry for
emerging societal, moral and economic concerns to be taken into account
in the legal process. This equally applies to the issue of common con-
cern.104 The law, by its nature, falls behind the realities and equity has,
throughout history, served as an instrument to realign the law with
changing needs and perceptions of justice.105 It builds bridges between
law and changing realities. It is not a coincidence that new challenges in
law have been addressed by recourse to equity, in particular in inter-

103 See, e.g., Jill E. Martin (ed.), Hanbury & Martin: Modern Equity (15th ed., London: Sweet
& Maxwell, 1997).

104 I am indebted to Duncan French for his encouraging me to examine the role of equity in
providing foundations for the principle of Common Concern.

105 R. A. Newman (ed.), Equity in the World’s Legal Systems: A Comparative Study (Brussels:
Brylant, 1972).
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national law.106 While fundamental rights have largely assumed previous
functions of equity in domestic and constitutional law, equity emerged as
a main driver in the law of international resource management. We recall
the role of equity in maritime boundary delimitation, providing the basis
for a proper topical methodology developed by the International Court of
Justice and courts of arbitration.107 The approach was transported also
into the field of international water allocation and management in the
1997 Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of
International Watercourses, expounding topical criteria for reasonable
and equitable use of water.108 We recall the inception of intergenerational
equity, proposed by Edith Brown Weiss, underpinning environmental
concerns and of sustainable development.109 Equity evolves in a series of
equitable principles relating to a particular field and context. These
principles in turn, provided the basis for more detailed rules often
developed in treaty law. Seen through the lenses of equity and its
functions, the advent of CCH heralds a new era of legal developments,
transgressing and partly correcting positive law in the process of claims
and responses. Importantly, a principle of Common Concern, based
upon equity, will allow taking it into account in the process of legal
interpretation and the shaping of new rules, legitimising the effort.

1.3.2.2 Recourse to Public Trust Doctrine

Another ancillary foundation of the principle of CCH can be located in
the public trust doctrine, found in the traditions of Roman law and of
common law. Essential public goods are entrusted to government and
defined territorially. The protection of natural resources, watercourses,
the sea and landscapes are key responsibilities of government and entail
obligations to protect and take action in preserving these goods. To the
extent that they reach beyond territorial allocation, transnational, but
also transregional or transcontinental goods can be addressed in terms of

106 Cottier, supra n. 19, pp. 1–41; T. Cottier, ‘Equity in International Law’, in T. Cottier,
S. Lalani and C. Siziba (eds.), Intergenerational Equity: Environmental and Cultural
Concerns (Leiden: Brill/Nijhoff, 2019), pp. 11–32.

107 Cottier, supra n. 19, pp. 271–644.
108 http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/8_3_1997.pdf.
109 E. Brown Weiss, ‘Our Rights and Obligations to Future Generations in International

Law’, American Journal of International Law, 84 (1984), 198; Brown Weiss, In Fairness
to Future Generations: Common Patrimony and Intergenerational Equity (Tokyo: United
Nations University, 1989).
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common concerns.110 Building upon public trust, obligations to protect
and act are extended to the realm of international, interregional or
intercontinental cooperation and duties to act. Edith Brown Weiss
developed the concept of global trust and fiduciary obligations which
support, and largely overlap with, the idea and doctrine of common
concern.111 Klaus Bosselmann subsequently builds upon the concept of
trusteeship in developing far-reaching changes in global governance.112

Today, climate change mitigation and partly climate change adaptation
are a case in point. The same holds true for the management of soil,
forests, deserts and mountains, and of international watercourses and the
sea. Addressing marine pollution, in particular the problem of amassing
plastic residues in the high seas thus amounts to a CCH and will be dealt
with accordingly in the chapter authored by Judith Schäli.113 Public trust
provides a powerful foundation to address transnational problems relat-
ing to natural resources. The question arises whether it may also reach
other public goods beyond natural resources, such as monetary stability,
or the problem of migration, or the protection of fundamental human
rights. Public trust doctrine has not been applied to such areas so far, and
additional foundations of common concern may be necessary.

1.3.2.3 Recourse to Community Interests

Building upon the doctrine of common interests, the doctrine commu-
nity interests emerged as an important foundation to justify taking into
account the interest of others, beyond bilateral relations among states. It
is fair to say that the general concept has been recognised today in a
world increasingly interdependent and economically integrated. It
mainly stands for the proposition of enhanced international cooper-
ation.114 Community interests influence the application and interpret-
ation of international law, in particular in applying and concretising
broad notions of law. They provide the basis for obligations ergo omnes.
Community interests, however, cannot be readily defined; often they

overlap and concur with national interests. and are not necessarily

110 Supra n. 63.
111 E. Brown Weiss, ‘The Planetary Trust: Conservation and Intergenerational Equity’,

Ecology Quarterly, 11 (1984), 495.
112 K. Bosselmann, Earth Governance: Trusteeship of the Global Commons (Cheltenham,

UK: Edward Elgar, 2015).
113 See Chapter 3 in this volume.
114 See Benevisti and Nolte, supra n. 78; Benedek et al., supra n. 78.
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juxtaposed to bilateral relations.115 For example, a bilateral agreement on
climate change between two major emitters is both in the national
interest and a community interest of the international community at
large. Community interests therefore often crystallise in particular legal
principles, such as common heritage of mankind, or the Area in the law
of the sea, or the principle of sustainable development or the few rights
and obligations under jus cogens. In fact, many legal principles of inter-
national law, or recognised in international law, express community
interests as much as national interests, such as the principle of most-
favoured nation treatment in WTO and investment law, pacta sunt
servanda, the protection of legitimate expectations and estoppel. These
interests, as much as the legal order as such, are general in nature, and of
interest independently of the particular relationship of states at hand.
They represent public interests broadly speaking and seek to realise and
protect public goods in the international realm, as much as public
interests protect and represent public goods in domestic law.116

Perhaps, the particular nature of community interests in a narrower
sense and of interest in the present context can best be identified in areas
where reciprocity of interests is lacking, and thus of frequent free riding
among states which need to be compensated for, and balanced with, by
recourse to the interests of the international community of non-state
actors and humans in general. States tend to refrain from entering into
agreements or to fully implement them if they cannot directly benefit
from advantages incurred in the bargain. Rather they seek to engage in
beggar-thy-neighbour policies and profit from contributions of third
states without impairing own competitive advantages. Climate change,
erosion of biodiversity and marine pollution are examples in point. The
lack of enforcement of human rights is yet another one. The same holds
true for national migration policies. It is here that international law needs
to recognise community interests which can be protected by third coun-
tries and international organisations even in the absence of international
agreements. In this context, the guarantees under jus cogens amount to
the main achievement of protecting community interests, obliging states
to comply and enabling third states to protect them even in absence of

115 S. Besson, ‘Community Interests in International Law: Whose Interests Are They and
How Should We Best Identify Them?’, in Benevisti and Nolte, supra n. 78, at 37–49.

116 Community interests clearly relate to public goods and multilevel governance, discussed
in Sections 1.4.1–1.4.2.
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treaty obligations.117 The evolving doctrine of R2P is based upon and
expresses community interests in the same way.118

Invoking such interests in the operation of law extends jurisdiction to
states not directly involved and establishes international responsibilities
and rights and even obligations to act. The crucial test of a community
interest thus rests upon extended jurisdiction to invoke and defend such
interests on behalf of humans and resources affected outside of
national jurisdiction.
Given the indeterminacy of community interests in general, crystallisa-

tions in legal principles and even rules define the content and scope of
community interests more precisely in a particular context. They offer legal
security and predictability. But rather than identifying community interest,
the principle of CCH addresses a particular and unresolved problem and
subjects it to a set of normative effects. In this way, the recognised but vague
doctrine of community interests is able to provide a basis and foundation for
the crystallisation of more specific rights and obligations under a principle of
CCH, bundling and expressing community interests in well-defined param-
eters and areas of international law and relations. Jus cogens thus can be
conceptualised as a common concern of humankind.119

1.3.2.4 Preserving Peace and Security

Finally, we refer to the essential function of law and legal principles to
preserve peace and stability in society. In international relations, the
essence of international law ultimately is dedicated to this task and
function. The principle of common heritage of humankind is fully in
line with obligations and rights of states under the UN Charter and the
Friendly Relations Declaration.120 Preserving and promoting peace and
stability amounts to a key foundation and rationale of international law
and thus also provides an important foundation for the doctrine of CCH.
It will assist in shaping its contours, boundaries and thresholds.121

Threats to peace and stability are not limited to impending aggression
and warfare for which domestic law and international law is essentially

117 See Section 1.4.3.2.
118 See Section 1.4.3.3.
119 Cottier, supra n. 74. See Section 1.7.3.
120 2625 (XXV). Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly

Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations, 24 Oct. 1970, A/Red/25/2625; www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
(accessed 28 Aug. 2018).

121 See Section 1.3.3.
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settled. The prohibition of aggressive warfare and the principle of friendly
relations among nations do not call upon additional support by the doctrine
of common concern. However, other threats to peace and stability are not
sufficiently encapsulated in law and prevention and remedies remain
unclear. It is here that the doctrine of CCH is able to provide appropriate
answers in addressing threats which, for example, are caused and created by
systemic and serious violations of human rights in a particular community.
Such violations may lead to threats to peace and security not only within
that community, but also for neighbours, regions and sometimes the world
at large. Some of these threats are dealt with in the case studies included in
the volume. Human dignity and the protection of fundamental rights thus
offer an important foundation of, and rationale for, the principle of
Common Concern to the extent that persistent disrespect of these values
threatens peace and stability and establish linkages to the emerging doctrine
of R2P. Likewise, threats to peace and security may results from economic
imbalances caused by monetary crisis. It may be caused by failure to
properly manage international migration flows, causing unrest and
upheaval. Threats to international peace and security may be caused by
gross inequalities, in particular inequality of income within a community,
affecting human dignity. These imbalances may affect neighbours and the
international community at large and thus amount to a common concern.
Finally, threats to peace and international stability no longer are limited to
homocentric concerns, but also entail ecological and environmental con-
cerns, affecting long-term livelihoods of humans, plant and animal life on
the globe. They are long-term threats to international peace and security if
not properly recognised and addressed in time.

1.3.3 Addressing Shared Problems and Transboundary Preoccupations

Recourse to common concern both in literature in treaty language
suggests that it stands for the proposition of an important shared prob-
lem and shared responsibility, and for an issue which reaches beyond the
bounds of a single community and state as a subject of international law.
Shelton aptly expresses it: ‘Issues of common concern are those that
inevitably transcend the boundaries of a single state and require collective
action in response.’122 This understanding has a factual and normative
component, different from community interests.

122 D. Shelton, ‘Common Concern and Humanity’, Environmental Law and Policy, 39
(2009), 83.
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Much of the literature reviewed defines common concern in terms of
common interests and values, rather than a shared problem. There are
important overlaps. Common interests often amount to, and result in, a
shared problem and thus a common concern. This is particularly true in
relation to the preservation and management of natural resources.
Shared problems, common interests and values, however, do not neces-
sarily coincide. Countries may not be interested in solving or contrib-
uting to the resolution of a particular transboundary problem. Shared
interests do not necessarily exist and still give rise to a shared problem
and common concern. As discussed above, free-riding states do not share
the same interest as states seeking to address the issue. It is for such
reasons that common concern goes beyond shared interests and inter-
national cooperation and needs to address and include mechanisms
securing compliance.
It is therefore important to adopt a more factual basis in the first place,

independently of common interests, and to define common concern as a
starting point in terms of a shared problem which exists in the real world.
The existence of threat of a real transboundary problem, the resolution or
prevention of which requires collective action and cooperation among
two or more states provides the essential starting point.
This understanding is confirmed by the terms used. The term common

not merely depicts the ordinary, but also something ‘shared by, coming
from, or done by two or more people, groups, or things’, or ‘belonging to
or "make it clear that the concern affects all of humanity and thus is of a
global dimension in all languages alike.
According to the Oxford Dictionary, the noun concern means ‘anxiety,

worry’, but also ‘a matter of interest or importance to someone’.123 The
French texts use the term préoccupation.124 In Spanish, the terms pro-
blema and preocupatión are similar to the French meanings.125 The
German translations use the term Sorge.126 In the Russian language, the

123 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/concern.
124 ‘Souci vif et constant qui absorbe l’esprit au point de le détourner d’autres objets’, www

.larousse.fr/dictionnaires/francais/pr%c3%a9occupation/63589?q=pr%c3%
a9occupation#62873.

125 Intranquilidad, inquietud o temor que produce alguna cosa, and Lo que provoca interés
o atención, www.wordreference.com/definicion/preocupaci%C3%B3n.

126 (durch eine unangenehme, schwierige, gefahrvolle Situation hervorgerufene quälende
Gedanken; bedrückendes Gefühl der Unruhe und Angst(gehoben); but also: Bemühen
um jemandes Wohlergehen, um etwas; Fürsorge), www.duden.de/rechtschreibung/
Sorge.
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term общая озабоченность is used for the UNFCCC and the Paris
Agreement as well as the Convention for the Safeguarding of intangible
Cultural Heritage. It translates into common concern, while the term
общая задача is used in the Convention on Biological Diversity, meaning
a common goal. In Chinese, the term for common concern人类的共同关切

(Chinese Pinyin Renlei Gongtong Guanqie) means ‘a common problem and
task which needs to be taken up jointly by whole humankind.127

It seems fair to say that these terms also share an understanding that
the matter at hand is worrying, but at the same of great interest or
importance and to be taken care of. Concern not merely describes a fact,
a problem or adverse effects, but equally entails a normative component
that there is a problem which needs to be addressed. Common concerns
in terms of preoccupations and goals call for joint action. This is the very
normative dimension marking and establishing the principle of CCH. In
French, it could be termed principe de préoccupation commune de
l’humanité, in Spanish principe de preocupación común de toda la huma-
nidad, in German perhaps Prinzip des gemeinsamen Anliegens der
Menschheit.
Importantly, common concern of humankind does not depict a

particular natural feature and condition, such as climate, biodiversity,
desserts, forests, but relates to changes and adverse effects in these areas,
potentially harmful to the human condition and life.128 In climate
change, it is the problem of warming (and not the climate). In biodiver-
sity and culture, it is insufficient conservation and erosion of diversity
(and not diversity as such). The problem to be addressed thus relates to
the management of change and of adverse and harmful effects. The latter
also opens the concept to configurations rooted beyond natural features
and human-made legal institutions, such as human rights, migration, or
monetary and financial stability in the field of economic relations all
discussed in this volume. It is not possible to define common concerns
once and for all and in advance. Many of them are known; new problems
and challenges may yet arise in the course of globalisation and techno-
logical change and progress. The terms also indicate that common
concern of humankind cannot be limited to environmental preoccupa-
tions. It essentially encompasses all transboundary problems of similar
magnitude, thus affecting all areas of international law and relations.

127 I am indebted to Iryna Bogdanova for the Russian, and to Jiangiang Nie for
Chinese translations.

128 Brunnée, supra n. 56, at 565.
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Finally, the term common concern as a transboundary problem is not
limited to international law. It bears the potential to play an important
role in domestic law, interfacing different constituencies and territories
within domestic law. Shared problems between two local communities
equally amount to a common concern and call for cooperation. It may
play a role in interfacing international and domestic law and thus become
relevant for the doctrine of multilevel governance. In the following
chapters, we focus on international law and how it may impact domestic
law and multilevel governance. Insights on thresholds, related concepts
and rights and obligations may, however, be extended in analogy and
accordingly to other layers of governance, including shared problems on
the regional, national and local levels. They may provide the basis for
common concern as a future principle of law recognised by nations.

1.3.4 Defining Thresholds: Threats to Peace and Stability

The recognition of global warming and the loss of biological and cultural
diversity as common concerns of humankind by the international com-
munity imply that common concern depicts serious problems of major
magnitude. There is a multitude of shared problems in international
relations which states cannot successfully solve on their own and depend
upon transboundary cooperation. Yet, the doctrine and principle of CCH
cannot successfully apply to all collective action problems without risking
inflationary effects and being watered down. It is important to limit the
concept, in international law, to serious and pressing problems in view of
the legal obligations and rights attached to the principle discussed below.
A threshold level has to be reached which calls for mobilisation of public
opinion and action taken on all levels of governance. Climate change and
the loss of biological diversity prove the point that the gravest long-term
threats are being envisaged. The recognition of common concern of
humankind in these particular areas sets the standard and threshold in
international relations.

In assessing serious problems of major magnitude, we recall the
foundation of common concern of humankind in keeping peaceful rela-
tions and stability. We turn to the very essence of public international
law, in fact all of law, which seeks to preserve peaceful relations among
humans and support and promote welfare of humanity. The threshold of
threats to peace and stability and welfare goes to the very foundations
and heart of public international law and the legitimacy to limit trad-
itional perceptions of independence, sovereignty and self-determination
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of states. The benchmark to be considered for the principle of CCH
should be problems threatening and undermining this very basic func-
tion of the law. To the extent that a shared problem threatens these goals,
it becomes a matter of common concern and should be addressed
accordingly. At the same time, the threshold limits the principle of
Common Concern to problems of utmost importance. They avoid minor
problems to be exposed to enhanced legal obligations incurred under
the principle.
It is therefore submitted that the principle of CCH is limited to

problems in the various fields of public international law which could
potentially threaten international stability, peace and welfare. As dis-
cussed, such threats are not limited to aggression and warfare, as the
potential and disastrous implications of climate change and the loss of
biodiversity recall. They are not limited to the classical homocentric
notions and threats of war and peace, but equally entail threats caused
by excessive exploitation of natural resources threating foundations
of livelihood.
Traditionally and classically, international peace and security is dealt

with by states around the powers of the Security Council of the United
Nations.129 It comprises disarmament, international humanitarian law,
use and threat of force, international peace and security, including
economic sanctions and perhaps anti-terrorism.130 Given that the pro-
hibition of threat and use of force in international relations under Article
2(4) of the UN Charter and the limitation to self-defence in Article 51
thereof, the main collective action problems in law and challenges to
peace and stability today lie elsewhere beyond the realm of open aggres-
sion. Peace, stability and welfare within societies and political systems in
particular are threatened today next to ecological degradation, economic
instabilities, erratic trade policies and crisis, monetary and financial
instability, mismanagement of migration flows, by systemic violations
of human rights and depletion of natural resources affecting the very
foundations of human life and society.
Such problems may eventually lead to civil unrest, civil war, revolution

and international conflict. Yet, unlike in classical areas of peace and war,

129 See UN website Peace and security; www.un.org/en/sections/what-we-do/maintain-inter
national-peace-and-security (accessed 10 May 2018).

130 See e.g. R. Higgins, P. Webb, D. Akande, S. Sivakumaran and S. Sloan, Oppenheim’s
International Law United Nations (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017), vol. I,
pp. 95–6.
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there are no comparable legal thresholds in place as to where and when
they produce a threat to international peace, stability and human welfare.
It hardly can be said that proper thresholds are only reached when open
international conflict threatens international peace and security in the
traditional sense are imminent. This point in time is too late. Thresholds
to trigger enhanced obligations and commitments must be found in a
preventive manner before such stages are reached.
It is submitted that the doctrine and the emerging principle of CCH

allow defining appropriate thresholds, calling for commitment and action
in other forums and international organisations, and unilaterally if need
be. We propose that the threshold should be comparable to, and commen-
surate with, the one recognised in international law for threats to peace
and security as defined by the UN Security Council and state practice.

The threshold of threat to international peace, stability and welfare is
highly contextual and it is difficult to provide specific general criteria.
The main emphasis lies upon threats, and addressing those amounts to
the main function of CCH. Historical experience offers important
guidance in assessing whether developments may lead to civil disruptions
and even war. Beyleveld for example shows in his contribution that gross
income inequality triggered international conflict and strive in the past
and thus potentially amounts to a CCH.131 Satragno recalls the disrup-
tions to peace called by monetary instability and crisis.132 Lupo-Pasini
argues, on the basis of financial crisis, along the same lines for financial
stability.133 Cottier and Losada show that migration badly managed may
threaten not only peace and democracy within society, but lead to
international tensions, threatening peace and welfare.134

In assessing whether a problem is a common concern, the views of
scholarship and science should be taken into account in order to make
informed fact-based and informed decisions. Scientific evidence, as ably
demonstrated in the case of climate change or in monetary affairs, may
offer guidance in other areas, such as marine pollution as Schäli shows.135

Factual evidence should inform the debate whether an issue falls under
the principle of Common Concern,. It will always be a topic of reasonable
disagreement and political debate which is essentially interest driven. At

131 Chapter 4 in this volume.
132 Chapter 7 in this volume.
133 Chapter 8 in this volume.
134 Chapter 6 in this volume.
135 Chapter 3 in this volume.
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the end of the day, it will often be matter for judges to assess whether an
issue lawfully is dealt with as Common Concern and measures and steps
taken jointly or unilaterally can, or cannot, be justified accordingly.

Unilateral claims, responses and debate as to whether a particular issue
amounts to a common concern of humankind should be voiced by
governments and civil society and take place in appropriate international
forums and organisations functionally assigned to a particular regulatory
area. They assume the role which the United Nations Security Council
cannot play in addressing the causes of major crises as it is limited to deal
with short-term symptoms. We see a particular role for the UN General
Assembly, for G20 to address horizontal issues and to decide whether a
particular economic issue falls under the principle of CCH and should be
dealt with accordingly. The Bretton Woods institutions, specialised organ-
isations of the UN, the WTO all may invoke the principle in response to
challenges threating world peace and stability in order to take and legitim-
ise appropriate action addressing the issue. These processes of claims and
responses always will be contentious, messy and difficult. Hearings with
scholars, experts and interest groups should be held. Consensus will not
come easily, but may eventually forge as existing treaty texts demonstrate.

1.3.5 Areas of Application in International Law

While common concern emerged in the field of natural resources and
environmental law, it is clear by now that the doctrine and emerging
principle of CCH is suitable for applications across the board of public
international law. Studies undertaken within the present project and
book relate to shared problems in monetary law, the issue of massive
and increasing income inequality, the realisation of the core and
undeniable essence human rights, the duty to protect (R2P), the prob-
lem of migration, all beyond the fields of climate change and transfer of
technology and problems relating to pollution of the high seas. Other
areas may eventually be explored: for example, core areas of sustainable
development expressed today in terms of SDGs, food security and soil
quality, international trade and investment law, navigation, or telecom-
munications, big data and cybercrime. The principle of Common
Concern can be used to reconceptualise the concept of erga omnes
obligations, of community rights and jus cogens.136 It will influence

136 Barcelona Traction Case, ICJ Rep. 1970, p. 32, para. 33; see C. Annacker, ‘The Legal
Regime of Erga Omnes Obligations in International Law’, Austrian Journal of Public
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the doctrine of extraterritorial application of domestic laws and the law
of countermeasures and sanctions in international economic law,
including trade regulation.
In conclusion, the principle of CCH may play a decisive and posi-

tive role in all areas, where there still is a lack of appropriate insti-
tutions at the global or regional level offsetting and compensating for
the lack of reciprocal interests of states, where collective action fails
and leadership is needed to generate appropriate incentives for others
to join an international effort of cooperation in the long run. It is in
this function that the relationship of Common Concern to equity as a
motor of legal developments in the face of a changing world is
apparent. The principle of Common Concern offers a basic structure.
It seeks to delineate obligations to act, and rights to act beyond the
scope of territorial application of laws of the nation states and of the
European Union. The understanding is informed by the experience
made in trade policy where unilateral action, or the threat of it,
triggered cooperation, and permitted the institutionalisation of eco-
nomic globalisation137 and the building of the multilateral trading
system of the GATT and the WTO over decades with a bottom-up
approach.138

1.4 Related Concepts in Context

Before developing the normative contents of the principle of common
heritage of humankind, it is useful to delineate it from related concepts in
context beyond those already discussed in terms of foundations above.
They partly influence the shapes of the duties discussed in Sections
1.5–1.7 on cooperation, homework and compliance. And some may be
partly integrated into the principle.

International Law, 46 (1994), 131–66; B. Simma, ‘From Bilateralism to Community
Interests in International Law’, Recueil des cours, 250 (1994), 217–384; C. Tomuschat,
‘International Law, Ensuring the Survival of Mankind on the Eve of a New Century’,
Recueil des cours, 281 (1999), 9–438. See also ILC report (supra n. 81), paras. 43–51.

137 J. Braithwaite and P. Drahos, Global Business Regulation (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010).

138 T. Cottier, ‘Confidence-Building for Global Challenges: The Experience of International
Economic Law and Relations’, in R. Greenspan et al. (eds.), Building International
Climate Cooperation (World Resources Institute, 2012), pp. 117–76.
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1.4.1 The Relationship to Public Goods

The doctrine of CCH is aligned in many ways with the notion of global
public goods and the effective management of the global commons.139

However, the two concepts are not identical and need to be distin-
guished. While Common Concern depicts an unsolved transnational
problem, public goods stand for the proposition of non-rivalrous and
non-excludable goods.140 One describes issues, the other solutions, out-
comes and products which are aimed to be achieved in the public, as
opposed to private, spheres. Depicting an issue as a common concern
ideally leads to solving underlying problems in producing appropriate
public goods.
Paul A. Samuelson was the first economist to develop the theory of

public goods. He defined a public good (or ‘collective consumption good’
as he called it) in his classic 1954 paper ‘The Pure Theory of Public
Expenditure’, as follows:

[goods] which all enjoy in common in the sense that each individual’s
consumption of such a good leads to no subtractions from any other
individual’s consumption of that good.141

This essentially is the property of non-rivalry. In addition, a pure public
good exhibits a second property called non-excludability, defined as the
impossibility to exclude any individual from consuming the good. The
essential characteristic of a public good is that its consumption by one
individual does not actually or potentially limit actual and potential
consumption by others.
While the theoretical concept of public goods does not distinguish

with regard to the geographical region in which a good may be produced
or consumed, some theorists use the term ‘global public good’ to mean a
public good which is non-rival and non-excludable throughout the whole

139 I. Kaul, Isabelle Grunberg and M. A. Stern (eds.), Global Public Goods – International
Cooperation in the 21st Century, published for the United Nations Development
Programme (New York: Oxford University Press 1999); E. Brousseau et al. (eds.),
Global Environmental Commons: Analytical and Political Challenges in Building
Governance Mechanisms (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); E. U. Petersmann
(ed.), Multilevel Governance of Interdependent Public Goods: Theories, Rules and
Institutions for the Central Policy Challenge in the 21st Century, 18 EUI Working
Papers RSCAS (Florence: Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, 2012–13).

140 Brousseau et al., supra n. 139, at 23.
141 P. A. Samuelson, ‘The Pure Theory of Public Expenditure’, Review of Economics and

Statistics, 36 (1954), 387–89.
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world, as opposed to a public good which exists in just one national
area.142 Knowledge can be cited as an example of a global public good. It
does not diminish by those using it.
Global public goods must meet two criteria: one, their benefits must

possess strong qualities of ‘publicness’ (i.e. be marked by non-rivalry in
consumption and non-excludability); and two, their benefits must be
quasi-universal in terms of countries, people and generations. This last
property in particular makes humanity as a whole the beneficiary of a
global public good. In keeping with this definition, sustainable climatic
conditions clearly are a global public good.
While climate change is undeniably a global concern, other concerns

may be regional, national or even local, correlating to a regional, national
or local public good. Public goods in fact correlate with perceptions of
multilevel governance seeking to appropriately allocate regulatory
powers with a view to producing public goods commensurate with the
level of governance.143 Common Concern and public goods therefore
correlate with each other on different levels. They both contribute
important building blocks to the doctrine of multilevel governance. As
much as it is the essence of governance to produce appropriate public
goods – local, national regional or global – common concerns relating to
these different spheres call for appropriate responses by appropriate
governance. It is important to keep in mind these layers and differences.
Local common concerns call for different answers from global common
concerns. What they share is that a problem is grave and exceeds a single
community. It should ideally be addressed with a cooperative effort. In
both cases the law needs to answer the question of what to do if such
cooperation fails to materialise.
Looking at natural resources, few goods are purely public or purely

private. Most possess mixed characteristics and benefits. Goods that only
partly meet either or both of the defining criteria are called impure public
goods. Because impure goods are more common than the pure type, the
term ‘public good’ is used to encompass both pure and impure public
goods. Natural resources may be termed impure public goods as con-
sumption is limited in the long run. The examples of clean air, global
warming or fish stocks at the high seas make the point.
Proper public goods, on the other hand, essentially are human insti-

tutions of governance, in particular the law, government and

142 Kaul et al., supra n. 139.
143 Petersmann, supra n. 139.
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international organisations. They are human-made. They essentially
result from addressing and solving, albeit often imperfectly, shared
problems, i.e. common concerns in a broad sense. Legal institutions, in
particular are proper public goods, such as the Constitution, human rights,
contract law, property, torts, all laws and regulations of a general nature.
The law as a public good, however, also deals with private goods, regulat-
ing them. Common Concern seeking to create appropriate public goods
and regulation includes problems relating to private goods and property
rights. Institutions of public international law, such as the multilateral
trading system of the WTO, or the European Union, are public goods of
immense importance. Peace and security, the absence of violence, are
public goods, which law and policy are bound to protect and promote to
the benefit of all in a non-rivalrous and non-excludable manner. Recent
scholarship increasingly extended the doctrine of public goods to legal
institutions and the need to protect them in a pluralist world. International
law plays an important role in producing and protecting such goods using
different forms of international cooperation.144

The scope of public goods therefore is broader and different from
Common Concerns of Humankind, properly speaking. The latter, as a
concern, focuses on a number of serious problems threating peace,
stability and welfare in the long run where public goods need to be
created and protected while appropriate structures to this effect are not
yet properly in place. In other words, CCH depicts common and shared
important problems and failures of governance in producing these public
goods. The quest for CCH is motivated by the need to remedy such
configurations and deficiencies and bring about the production of these
public goods to the benefit of humankind. The legal qualities of the
concept therefore should be shaped accordingly.

1.4.2 The Relationship to Multilevel Governance

Common concerns, defined as problems transgressing a particular juris-
diction, are not per se limited to global concerns, but can equally be
found like public goods on local, national or regional levels. While CCH

144 G. Shaffer, ‘International Law and Global Public Goods in a Legal Pluralist World’,
European Journal of International Law, 23 (2012), 669–39, essentially relying upon
S. Barret, Why Cooperate: The Incentive to Supply Global Public Goods (Oxford: Oxford
University, 2007) who differentiates between different types of public goods and argues
that so-called aggregate public goods render international cooperation indispensable.
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inherently affects the globe or continents, we can equally conceive of
understanding serious local problems as a matter of common concern if
they inherently are transboundary and call for mutual cooperation and
interaction. These concerns should be addressed properly in the context
of constitutional law. It is here that insights from substantive and pro-
cedural rules to sustaining public goods can also be applied and further
developed in responding to the problem of common concern, such as the
doctrine of public trusts. With regard to proper Common Concerns of
Humankind, however, the question arises on what level of governance
they should best be addressed. For example, climate change mitigation
and adaptation, while a global common concern, calls for appropriate
action on all levels of governance, from multilateral to local levels.
The 2017 Declaration of Ethical Principles in relation to Climate

Change of 13 November 2017 restated climate change as a common
concern but added new and important elements to the effect that the task
is one of multilevel governance:145

Also recognizing that climate change is a common concern for all human-
kind, and convinced that the global and local challenges of climate change
cannot be met without the participation of all people at all levels of society
including States, international organizations, sub-national entities, local
authorities, indigenous peoples, local communities, the private sector,
civil society organizations, and individuals,

The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in Countries
Experiencing Serious Drought and/or Desertification, Particularly in
Africa not only stresses a particular region it its title, but also emphasises
in its preamble the dimension of multilevel governance and the need to
take action on the local level:146

Recognizing that national Governments play a critical role in combating
desertification and mitigating the effects of drought and that progress in
that respect depends on local implementation of action programmes in
affected areas.

The emerging doctrines of multilevel governance assist in optimal allo-
cation and assignments of tasks on different layers of governance in the
production of public goods relating to the Common Concern at hand.

145 http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=49457&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_
SECTION=201.html.

146 Supra n. 51.
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The advent of the European Union has largely contributed to concep-
tually overcoming the fundamental divide between domestic and inter-
national law in the long run. Its evolution contributed to an
understanding of law in terms of different interactive layers of govern-
ance, from local to global dimensions. The limitation of international law
to interstate law at the exclusion of individuals has been challenged and
gradually changed by the advent of human rights protection. Research
and doctrine have been addressing the interaction of different layers of
government, their legitimacy and the interaction of different sources of
law in an environment of ever-increasing fragmentation of law.147

The field shows a variety of different constitutional theories, including,
on the one hand, the doctrine of sovereignty-modern (John Jackson) and
a human rights–based approach (Petersmann),148 regimes based upon
mutual recognition (Joerges),149 compensatory constitutionalism
(Peters),150 constitutional pluralism (Walker),151 global administrative
law (Kingsbury, Krisch, Steward and Wiener)152 or the model of a five-
storey house discussed below, taking into account cosmopolitan political
theory (Cottier). On the other hand, theories advocating inherent frag-
mentation and pluralism (Koskenniemi, Teubner, Joerges) reject the idea
of seeking coherence but consider fragmentation inherent to the com-
plexities of life and the world.153

147 For international trade, see T. Cottier and P. Delimatsis (eds.), The Prospects of
International Trade Regulation: From Fragmentation to Coherence (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2011).

148 See J. H. Jackson, Sovereignty, the WTO, and Changing Fundamentals of International
Law (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); E. U. Petersmann, International
Economic Law in the 21st Century: Constitutional Pluralism and Multilevel Governance
of Interdependent Public Goods (Oxford: Hart, 2012).

149 C. Joerges, ‘The Idea of a Three-Dimensional Conflicts Law as Constitutional Form’, in
C. Joerges and E. U. Petersmann (eds.), Constitutionalism, Multilevel Trade Governance
and International Economic Law (Oxford: Hart, 2011), pp. 413–55.

150 A. Peters, ‘Compensatory Constitutionalism: The Function and Potential of
Fundamental International Norms and Structures’, Leiden Journal of International
Law, 19 (2006), 579–620. See also J. Klabbers, A. Peters and G. Ulfstein, The
Constitutionalization of International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).

151 N. Walker, ‘The Idea of Constitutional Pluralism’, Modern Law Review, 65 (2002),
317–59.

152 B. Kingsbury, N. Krisch, R. B. Stewart and J. B. Wiener (eds.), ‘The Emergence of Global
Administrative Law’, Law and Contemporary Problems, 68 (2005), 1–356. See also
S. Cassese (ed.), Research Handbook on Global Administrative Law (Cheltenham, UK:
Edward Elgar, 2016).

153 M. Koskenniemi and P. Leino ‘Fragmentation of International Law? Postmodern
Anxieties’, Leiden Journal of International Law, 15 (2002), 553–79; G. Teubner,
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The doctrine of a five-storey house essentially argues that all levels of
governance, from local to global, entail human conduct and behaviour,
and share basic traits in terms of legal foundations and sources, albeit in
very different constellations and compositions.154 It no longer makes a
fundamental difference between domestic and international law in terms
of allocating powers to regulate and enforce. It is similar to the percep-
tion of sovereignty-modern developed by the late John H. Jackson. It
helps identifying the allocation of common concerns and public goods to
different layers of government, and where they best should be addressed.
In particular, it assists in distinguishing global, regional, national and
local concerns and corresponding public goods. It also helps allocating
powers in terms of power-sharing among different layers beyond
federalism.155

The five-storey house, informed by the idea that all layers of govern-
ance are of equal importance and reflect human interaction, does not
have a preference for one layer over the other, but recognises the
international level as equally importance and valuable, often indispens-
able in the pursuit of CCH, playing an important part next to domestic
layers. For example, climate change as a CCH is not confined to global
efforts of the international community, but bears out on all layers of
government, including local rules on construction or traffic. Preferences
in the political process, informed by ideologies, accordingly will be
shaped accordingly and play out in a plurality of view. Legal theory
and the five-storey house, however, offer a framework which allows
structuring this process and debate in a rational manner. Common
Concern will help refining jurisdiction in matters, which no longer can
be dealt with on the basis of strict territorial application of domestic law.

‘Societal Constitutionalism: Alternatives to State-Centred Constitutional Theory’, in
C. Joerges, I.-J. Sand and G. Teubner (eds.), Transnational Governance and
Constitutionalism (Oxford: Hart, 2004), pp. 3–28; G. Teubner, Constitutional
Fragments: Societal Constitutionalism and Globalization (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2012); G. Shaffer, ‘International Law and Global Public Goods in a Legal
Pluralist World’, European Journal of International Law, 23 (2012), 667.

154 T. Cottier and M. Hertig, ‘The Prospects of 21st Century Constitutionalism’, in A. von
Bogdandy and R. Wolfrum (eds.), 7Max Planck Yearbook of United Nations Law (2003),
pp. 261–328; T. Cottier, ‘Multilayered Governance, Pluralism, and Moral Conflict’,
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies, 16 (2009), 647�79; T. Cottier, ‘Towards a
Five Storey House’, in Joerges and Petersmann, supra n. 149, pp. 495–532.

155 B. Geys and K. A. Konrad, ‘Federalism and Optimal Allocation across Levels of
Governance’, in H. Enderlein, S. Wälti and M. Zürn (eds.), Handbook on Multi-level
Governance (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2010), pp. 32–46.
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The different case studies in this volume explore channels of mobilising
non-state actor action to resolve Common Concern issues through
participation and deliberation in the broader and more transformative
sense of reinvention of governance..
There is, of course, substantial reasonable disagreement in terms of the

role of states and international cooperation in the pursuit of Common
Concerns of Humankind.156 This issue is at the heart of politics and
theoretical debate. To the extent that the existence of a CCH is not
denied, statist theories will stress the importance of the state and a
corresponding weakness of international law and organisations.157 On
the other side of the spectrum, cosmopolitan political theory158 is likely
to actively embrace Common Concerns of Humankind, stressing the
importance of international cooperation and the role of international
organisation. There will be no agreement on multilevel governance and
where common concerns are best taken up. The work of the ILC reported
above makes the point. These matters need to be sorted out in the process
of politics and international diplomacy.
Multilevel governance also provides a suitable foundation to come to

terms with the role and impact of private actors in the reflexive process of
producing public goods in addressing common concerns.159 It takes into
account that the private sector, civil society and NGOs play an important
role. Increasingly, there is agreement in the literature that contemporary
governance is fluid and in its very essence an adaptive process, even if the
momentary snapshot conveys stability. Key in this fluidity and continu-
ous transformation is the understanding that state sovereignty is frag-
mented and there is a multiplicity of actors and forms of power driving
the management of social systems. The state is no longer the monopolist
of power, both domestically and on the international scene.160 Yet, the
state has not disappeared and some have even argued that the role states

156 For the theory of reasonable disagreement and political discourse in democracy, see
S. Besson, The Morality of Conflict: Reasonable Disagreement and the Law (Oxford:
Hart, 2005).

157 J. L. Goldsmith and E. A. Posner, The Limits of International Law (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2005).

158 S. Caney, Justice beyond Borders: A Global Political Theory (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2005); K. A. Appiah, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World of Strangers (London:
Norton, 2006).

159 Brousseau et al., supra n. 139.
160 J. Black, ‘Enrolling Actors in Regulatory Systems: Examples from UK Financial Services’,

Public Law (2003), 63–91; O. Lobel, ‘The Renew Deal: The Fall of Regulation and the
Rise of Governance in Contemporary Legal Thought’,Minnesota Law Review, 89 (2004),
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play may have been augmented, precisely because of the increased
complexity and fuzziness161 – a hypothesis, which needs to be assessed
individually for different regulatory domains.
The multitude of actors in the process of claims and responses to

common concern and implementing policies enriches but confirms the
concept of multilevel governance and the appropriate allocation of
powers of between different layers of governance. In doing so, the
principle of Common Concern will help refining jurisdiction in matters,
which no longer can be dealt with on the basis of strict territorial
application of domestic law; it will explore channels of mobilising non-
state actor action to resolve common concern issues through participa-
tion and deliberation in the broader and more transformative sense of
reinvention of governance.162 Yet, states and government continue to
play a key role. The multitude of actors does not undermine the structure
of multilayered governance.

1.4.3 The Relationship to Other Legal Principles

The doctrine of CCH and a future legal principle does not undermine
existing foundations of public international law. It squarely fits into the
Westphalian system of nation states, relying up sovereign equality, the
prohibition of use and treat of force and of occupation and appropriation
of territory. It does not question the principle of permanent sovereignty
over natural resources. Other than the principle of common heritage of
mankind, Common Concern does not challenge national jurisdictions to
legislate, adjudicate and enforce. While they share the component of
commonality, the two concepts need to be clearly distinguished. More

262–390. I am indebted to Mira Burri for drawing attention to these and the following
aspects of governance.

161 C. Shearing, ‘Reflections on the Refusal to Acknowledge Private Governments’, in
J. Wood and B. Dupont (eds.), Democracy, Society and the Governance of Security (
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), pp. 11–32; D. W. Drezner, All Politics Is
Global: Explaining International Regulatory Regimes (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 2007); S. P. Croley, Regulation and Public Interests: The Possibility of
Good Regulatory Government (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2008).

162 C. Sabel and J. Cohen, ‘Directly-Deliberative Polyarchy’, European Law Journal, 4
(1997), 313–40; S. Burris, M. Kempa and C. Shearing, ‘Changes in Governance:
A Cross-Disciplinary Review of Current Scholarship’, Akron Law Review, 41 (2008),
1–66; J. N. Rosenau, ‘Governing the Ungovernable: The Challenge of a Global
Disaggregation of Authority’, 1 Regulation and Governance 88–97 (2007).
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complicated is the relationship to jus cogens and peremptory norms and
the emerging doctrine of R2P.

1.4.3.1 Common Heritage of Mankind

Common Concern grew out of rejected implications of common heritage
of humankind163 and operates in line with existing public international
law. Under the concept of CCH, international interest in the conser-
vation and use of the resource is legitimised without challenging the
territorial sovereignty of the state where the resource is located.164 It will
be seen that these principles are partly modulated as the principle of
Common Concern inherently reinforces cooperation and compliance
beyond the law of coexistence. But it essentially continues to respect
the tradition of national sovereignty and existing power structures to
regulate, adjudicate and enforce.
The principle of common heritage of humankind, often described, is

based on the idea that there should be no individual ownership claims
over the matter covered. It recognises that all states have a stake in its
conservation and sustainable use and seeks to ensure joint management
to the broadest possible extent. The terms of the original UNCLOS
determined that the principle of common heritage refers to ensuring that
exploitation is equitable. The principle of common heritage entails
shared ownership and control no longer subject to permanent sover-
eignty of nation states. The resource is ‘shared, under the control of no
state, or under the sovereign control of a state, but subject to a common
legal interest’.165 It primarily relates to the exploitation of natural
resources and is limited to those.
Cullet explains the difficulties associated with moving away from a

legal concept based on sovereignty in the context of biodiversity or
climate change regimes because there is a lot at stake for states in terms
of immediate control over natural resources and economic develop-
ment.166 In the context of the law of the sea, a qualitatively much bigger
step was taken when states negotiated a new legal regime for resources of

163 Supra n. 55.
164 J. Blake, ‘On Defining the Cultural Heritage’, ICLQ, 49 (2000), 61–85.
165 Centre for International Sustainable Development Law, ‘The Principle of Common but

Differentiated Responsibilities: Origins and Scope’ (Centre for International Sustainable
Development Working Paper and Legal Brief Series, 2002), https://cisdl.org/public/docs/
news/brief_common.pdf.

166 P. Cullet, ‘Water Law in a Globalised World: The Need for a New Conceptual
Framework’, Journal of Environmental Law, 23(2011), 233–54.
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the ocean floor beyond 200–350 nautical miles; that is, beyond the
boundaries of established continental shelf limits, which had never been
previously claimed by any state.167 The underlying philosophy was based
upon common ownership and translated into the concept of the Area
and a common enterprise. These institutions would secure shared and
common terms of exploitation, preventing appropriations of the seabed
by single nation states. The concept was eventually suspended due to
pressures from the United States and led to less interventionist changes
to the UNCLOS Agreement.
Common Concern takes these difficulties into account. It operates

within the principle of permanent sovereignty of states over natural
resources. Resource management primarily remains the responsibility
of individual states. Yet, as embedded in the UNFCCC and the CBD or
the ITPGRFA, it is premised on a common and shared R2P, and a shared
legal interest in not harming, a particular environmental resource. It
inherently embodies international cooperation. Common Heritage, on
the other hand, reflects a further step of legal integration and sharing of
resources transgressing national sovereignty. The scope of CCH, and its
operative parts of the principles, however, thus will strongly depend upon
the notion and understanding of sovereignty. We return to this issue
below.

1.4.3.2 Jus cogens

Jus cogens stands for the proposition of community norms which all
states are obliged to respect, but also entitled to enforce independently to
whom harm is done. The few minimal standards, in particular the
prohibition of torture, of apartheid, of refoulement, of genocide and
potentially core labour and the prohibition of child labour (short of
schooling) amount to recognised core values of humankind which must
not be violated and can be enforced by all states alike.168 Whether
Common Concern deploys similar legal effects remains to be assessed.
The two do not necessarily coincide, and jus cogens and peremptory
norms have a life of their own. Much depends upon the legal effects
assigned to the principle of Common Concern as to whether they overlap

167 See Agreement Relating to the Implementation of Part XI of the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (adopted 28 July 1994, came into force 28 July
1996) UN Doc. A/RES/48/263.

168 See M. den Heijer and H. van der Wilt (eds.), ‘Jus Cogens: Quo Vadis?’, Netherlands
Yearbook of International Law (Leiden: Springer, 2015).
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or even form part of the emerging principle. We return to the issue
below.169

1.4.3.3 R2P

R2P emerged as a doctrine addressing the dilemma created by prohibit-
ing the use of force short of United Nations Security Council approval or
self-defence and the need to avoid genocide and systemic violations of
human rights abroad. It essentially stipulates and entails an obligation to
intervene in such cases by appropriate means. The doctrine emerged
independently of Common Concern and relates to national security and
human right protection, rather than to natural resources and environ-
mental law. The question arises to what extent R2P – like jus cogens – can
and should be expressed in terms of CCH. Again, much depends upon
the legal effects assigned to the principle, in particular whether in certain
circumstances it also entails obligations to act as opposed to the authority
to act. We return to the relationship of Common Concern and R2P
below.170

1.4.4 Common Concern and National Sovereignty

Since the Westphalian Peace of 1648, the American Revolution and the
process of decolonisation in nineteenth-century Latin America and after
the Second World War in the twentieth century, national sovereignty
stands for the proposition of liberty, independence and self-
determination. Principles of non-intervention and the prohibition of
war and aggression are essentially built upon this trait and tradition.
Common Concern, as a principle and however shaped, affects these basic
tenets of statehood. It inevitably, in its different components, affects and
restricts sovereignty, in particular when commitments are based upon
customary law and do not form part of a treaty committed to. Opponents
will argue against the doctrine of Common Concern invoking national
sovereignty, self-determination and liberty as it potentially restricts
sovereignty in terms of obligations to cooperate. Yet, we cannot see a
fundamental conflict here.

First, commitments made under international law are per se
restrictions incurred upon unfettered sovereignty in return of benefits

169 See Section 1.7.2.
170 See Section 1.7.3.
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otherwise foregone. The essence of consent consists of self-limitation.
Acceptance of a grave and shared problem as a CCH in the process of
claims and responses reflects the contractual nature of international law.
It is not precluded by traditional precepts of sovereignty.

Claims, responses and debate clarify the relationship of Common
Concern to self-determination, independence and sovereignty. There is
no contradiction. As states need to agree to an emerging principle in
treaty law and in the formation of customary law, these principles are
respected. It is subject to consent and thus not different from other
principles of international law. States are not obliged to sign and ratify
treaties relating to Common Concern. They may persistently object to
legal recognition in customary law.

Provided the principle is widely recognised and applied throughout
multilevel governance, it may finally achieve the status of a general
principle of law applicable, like equity, to all legal systems alike. The
process of claims and responses is not driven by force, but by the better
argument and the prospects of solving impending problems to which
responsible and accountable governments and citizens cannot reasonably
object. Tension with self-determination, independence and conflicting
interests may arise in recourse to extraterritorial application and compli-
ance. Yet, these tensions take place within the overall accepted and
agreed umbrella of the agreed principle which inherently limits the
exercise of self-determination in the pursuit of addressing shared prob-
lems and creating appropriate public goods.

Second, we recall at this point that sovereignty, in its beginning, was
about enabling and preserving peace and security within states. It was
not motivated by independence and self-determination, but to
enhance welfare in society. Jean Bodin was motivated to write about
sovereignty as the ultimate power of the state (rather than the
emperor) by internal strife and religious wars. In Les six livres de la
République, published in 1583 he placed the welfare of individuals at
the heart of the concept:

Or, si la vraie félicité d’une République et d’un homme seul est tout un, et
que le souverain bien de la République en général, aussi bien que d’un
chacun en particulier, gît [dans les] vertus intellectuelles et contempla-
tives, comme les mieux entendus ont résolu, il faut aussi accorder que ce
peuple-là jouit du souverain bien, quand il a ce but devant les yeux, de
s’exercer en la contemplation des choses naturelles, humaines, et divines,
en rapportant la louange du tout au grand Prince de nature. Si donc nous
confessons que cela est le but principal de la vie bienheureuse d’un chacun
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en particulier, nous concluons aussi que c’est la fin et félicité d’une
République.171

Thomas Hobbes in Leviathan, published in 1651 in the middle of the
English Revolution, conceived of the transfer of sovereign powers from a
human to a central authority primarily in order to keep peace at home
and to allow individuals to have a more contented life:

The final Cause, End, or Designe of men (who naturally love Liberty, and
Dominion over others, ) in the introduction of that restraint upon
themselves, (in which wee see them live in Commonwealths,) is the
foresight of their own preservation, and of a more contended life thereby;
that is to say, of getting themselves out from that miserable condition of
Warre, which is necessarily consequent (as hath been shwen) to the
naturell Passons of men, when there is no visible Power to keep them in
awe, and tye them by feare of punishment to the performance of the
Covenants, and observation of those Lawes of Nature set down in the
fourtheenth and fiftheenth Chapters.172

The purpose to appoint a sovereign is ‘to the end he may use the strength
and means of them all, as he shall think expedient, for their Peace and
Common Defence’.173 Sovereignty thus is not limited to independence
and defence, but essentially comprises peaceful relations within society.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau developed the idea of people’s sovereignty as a

means to enable democracy; sovereignty being the exercise of the volonté
génerale created by social contract to defend the community.174 All these
theorists share in common that sovereignty serves the purpose of creating
peaceful conditions and thus prosperity and welfare within society and
subsequently serving the purpose of creating essential public goods. It is
not an end it its own; neither is self-determination and independence.

171 J. Bodin, Les six livres de la République: Un abrégé du texte de l’édition de Paris de 1583
(édition et présentation de Gérard Mairet, Paris: Librairie générale française, 1993),
p. 46; fn. omitted, referring to Cicero and Aristotle; http://classiques.uqac.ca/classi
ques/bodin_jean/six_livres_republique/bodin_six_livres_republique.pdf (accessed 28
Aug. 2018).

172 T. Hobbes, Leviathan, repr. of 1651 ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), ch. XVII,
http://files.libertyfund.org/pll/pdf/Hobbes_0161_EBk_v7.0.pdf.

173 Ibid., p. 134.
174 ‘On voit par cette formule que lʼacte dʼassociation renferme un engagement réciproque

du public avec les particuliers, & que chaque individu contractant, pour ainsi dire, avec
lui-même, se trouve engagé sous un double rapport; savoir, comme membre du
Souverain envers les particuliers, & comme membre de lʼEtat envers le Souverain’
(Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Du contract social, ou principes du droit politiques (1780–89),
ch. VII); www.rousseauonline.ch/pdf/rousseauonline-0004.pdf.
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These are legitimate only to the extent that they are able to create
essential public goods.
Current debates depict sovereignty as an essentially contested concept

coined by disagreement not only relating to normative contents but also
the correct application (i.e. the concept of sovereignty itself ).175

Zimmermann, in the analysis of monetary sovereignty, stresses the goals
of monetary and financial stability, while independence or the lack of
independence of monetary policy in a globalised world remains the main
preoccupation and cause to study the problem of contemporary sover-
eignty.176 In an oral statement during the 2018 conference he forcefully
made the point that the legitimacy of sovereignty entirely depends upon
the purpose and goals assigned, and that these goals need to serve peace,
prosperity and public welfare and the creation of appropriate public
goods, going back to the original precepts when statal sovereignty was
introduced to restore peaceful relations:

The contemporary mainstream view of states being instruments at the
service of their peoples as true holders of sovereignty may be regarded as
a corollary of the fundamental idea of popular sovereignty or sovereignty of
the people. As was first explained by Samantha Besson, this form of
sovereignty triggers duties of cooperation, on the part of the entities which
cannot ensure the protection of all the values they should protect, or,
translated into the concept we are discussing here, which cannot ensure
that the common concerns of humankind are properly addressed.177

Where these public goods cannot be achieved independently, sovereignty
inherently is bound to be shared and exercised jointly as cooperative
sovereignty. Self-determination and public welfare goals need to be
balanced properly. Modern theories relating to sovereignty thus stress
the concept and idea of shared and cooperative sovereignty, the

175 S. Besson, ‘Sovereignty in Conflict’, in C. Warbrick and S. Tierney (eds.), Toward an
International Legal Community? The Sovereignty of States and the Sovereignty of
International Law (London: BIILC, 2006), pp. 168–171; also, 8(15) European
Integration Online Papers (Elop) (2004); https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?
abstract_id=594942 (accessed 31 Aug. 2018). See also D. Sarooshi, ‘The Essentially
Contested Nature of the Concept of Sovereignty: Implications for the Exercise of by
International Organizations of Delegated Powers of Government’, Michigan Journal of
International Law, 25 (2004), 1107; Sarooshi, International Organizations and their
Exercise of Sovereign Powers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), pp. 3–11.

176 K. D. Zimmermann, A Contemporary Concept of Monetary Sovereignty (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013), pp. 24–36; Zimmermann, ‘The Concept of Monetary
Sovereignty Revisited’, European Journal of International Law, 24 (2013), 797–818.

177 Zimmermann, Chapter 10 in this volume.
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allocation of powers among different layers of government as the essence
of modern sovereignty within an overall global legal system.178 As the
principle of Common Concern seeks to prevent or remedy threats to
international peace, security and welfare in a broader sense, the purpose
is in line with the original goals of sovereignty enabling to maintain law
and order, provide peace and welfare and prosperity in society. The
principle of CCH thus complements the same goals aspired to by self-
determination and enters the stage where these very goals cannot be
secured by states alone but depend upon international cooperation.
Common Concern helps us to reshape and understand the proper
functions of contemporary modern sovereignty. We can perceive it as a
dialogue between the two concepts, influencing each other in shaping
and coordinating their respective contours.
The principle of Common Concern thus is compatible with modern

doctrines of cooperative sovereignty depicted in particular by Besson.179

It also is compatible with the doctrine of sovereignty modern expounded
by the late John Jackson. According to him, sovereignty is a matter of
properly allocating powers to regulate, adjudicate and enforce to appro-
priate levels of governance in line and accordance with the basic tenets of
doctrine of multilevel governance discussed. The principle of Common
Concern brings us back to the original goals of sovereignty, supporting
people, families and children in their life in the pursuit of happiness and
to contribute to intergenerational equity. We may conclude by saying
that CCH amounts to an important ingredient of modern sovereignty
and its limitation in international relations.
This also applies to the principle of permanent sovereignty over

resources. Exploitation and control needs to respect welfare functions
and today in particular sustainable development and resource manage-
ment. It is an obligation in line with Common Concerns of Humankind
and cannot be invoked to deny the existence of shared problems and free
riding. For example, the recognition of climate change as CCH bars
governments from justifying unfettered exploitation of coal and gas by
invoking permanent sovereignty over natural resources. Sovereignty
must be exercised and deployed in line with climate goals agreed to.
Beyleveld further develops this idea in the context of addressing income
inequality within states – a completely new topic exposed and tested
under the doctrine of CCH. In addressing such novel issues, it is

178 See supra n. 148 and n. 154.
179 Besson, supra n. 175.
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necessary to reconceptualise sovereignty and go back to the roots and
original rationale of sovereignty in creating peaceful order and welfare.180

Based upon these foundations, and taking into account related con-
cepts, we now turn to the legal effects and implications of CCH sug-
gested. We propose the following blueprint entailing three fundamental
components: duties to cooperate consult and negotiate; duties to assume
responsibilities in domestic law and undertake what we call homework;
and finally to contribute by appropriate measures to international com-
pliance with international commitments made. They go beyond existing
rights and obligations under international law and compound the essence
of the legal principle of CCH. In analogy, these rights and obligations also
apply mutatis mutandis to other layers of multilevel governance, subject
to more specific rules which may exist on the regional and federal levels
of domestic governance.

1.5 The Duty to Cooperate

The principle of equality of states per se does not entail an obligation to
cooperate. States are free to choose their friends and foes, to engage or
not in international cooperation, or to refrain from it. Duties to cooper-
ate are nevertheless frequent within the framework of the United Nations
and other international organisations. Article 56 of the United Nations
Charter sets out obligations to cooperate in seeking the goals in Article
55 which relate to enhancing standards of living, social and health
conditions, culture, education and the respect of human rights. These
duties induced what Friedmann called the changing structure of public
international law after the Second World War.181 Partly, and in addition,
duties to cooperate are based upon customary international law. Again,
these do not rely upon a general principle of cooperate but focus on
particular fields of the law. Overall, duties to cooperate have remained
specific and limited to particular areas. They do not establish general
obligations across the board of international law. Importantly, they do
not extend to problems depicted under the doctrine of CCH.
Likewise, international law does not know a general duty to consult

and to negotiate. These obligations, where they exist, are equally treaty-
based and sometimes based upon customary international law. They
were pioneered in the emerging field of natural resources and

180 See Chapter 4 in this volume, pp. 220, 227, 229.
181 Supra n. 87.
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international environmental law.182 Duties to cooperate and negotiate were
recognised by the International Court of Justice in the 1974 Fisheries
Jurisdiction Case as a matter of compensating for the absence of well-
defined rules in allocating marine resources to competing interests.183

They can also be extensively found in the multilateral trading system.
Members are obliged to negotiate within trade rounds. Obligations to
negotiate require good faith efforts to seek results and agreement, but they
do not oblige states to do so. Finally, states are obliged under universal
standards of UN law and the Friendly Relations Declaration to settle their
disputes by peaceful means in light of the prohibition to use or threaten to
use force.184 This entails, in a case of dispute to consult, to negotiate, to
seek conciliation or legal dispute settlement.
It is submitted that in matters recognised by the international com-

munity to amount to a Common Concern of Mankind, by the very nature
of the problems identified, international cooperation is required and logic-
ally indispensable as the shared problem inherently can only be addressed
and solved by joint efforts. International cooperation thus is at the heart of
mitigation and adaptation of climate change, albeit states are reluctant to
enter into binding agreements, instruments and detailed targets. The very
point of recognising a matter to amount to a CCH is to recognise the
essential need to cooperate in the field concerned. In that regard, the
principle is fully in line with the doctrine of community interests.
Such cooperation primarily requires the building of mutual trust. It

therefore calls for transparency and joint efforts in fact-finding. It calls
for consultations, concertation and negotiations, and cooperation in law
enforcement in matters pertaining to Common Concerns of Humankind.
It eventually leads to building appropriate institutions by which decisions
are being taken and funding is being organised and dispensed. In the
various fields recognised as Common Concerns of Humankind, detailed
rules may evolve which differ, depending on the particular nature of the
subject and diverging needs. This is particularly true for financial impli-
cations and support. Yet, they all would share the following minimal

182 See F. L. Kirgis, Prior Consultation in International Law (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1983).

183 Fisheries Jurisdiction Case (United Kingdom v. Iceland) Merits, Judgement, ICJ
Rep. 1974, p. 3.

184 Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-
operation Among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, UNGA
Res. 2625 (XXV) (24 Oct. 1970) GAOR 25th sess. supp. 28, 121; see H. Keller, ‘Friendly
Relations Declaration (1970)’, IX MPEPIL 250 (2012).
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standards which could and should eventually be recognised within a
general principle of CCH.

1.5.1 Transparency

The importance of transparency has been increasingly recognised gener-
ally and in different field of international law.185 It is prominent in
international economic law and the multilateral trading system of the
WTO. Members are obliged to publish their laws, regulations and prece-
dents and engage in periodical notifications of data and practices and
reply to request for information. Regular trade policy reviews allow
identifying potential problems and shortcomings.186

It is submitted that states in matters pertaining to CCH should be
under a general obligation to grant access to information required, to
publish pertinent laws, regulations and precedents in the field. It is a
matter of negotiations to define such obligations in greater detail; a
general principle of common concern would entail minimal standards
to grant access to information upon request, and to publish relevant
information, legislation, practices and precedents.

1.5.2 Duty to Consult and Negotiate

At the heart of cooperation lies the duty to consult in building mutual
trust, and the obligation to negotiate upon request. The duty implies
seeking agreement, but does not oblige to agree commensurate and in line
with the very nature of negotiating processes. Parties disagreeing should be
under the obligation to state the reasons why agreement failed. Inherently,
countries and authorities claiming a matter to pertain to a common
concern imply the willingness and readiness to consult and to negotiate
in addressing the transboundary problem. Likewise, the acceptance by the
addressee to take the matter up in consultations and negotiations implies
recognition as a common concern unless explicitly stated otherwise.

1.5.3 Burden-sharing and Differentiated Responsibility

Matters pertaining to Common Concerns of Humankind may entail
difficult and contentious issues of financial support and of making

185 See A. Bianchi and A. Peters, Transparency in International Law (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2013).

186 See M. Kende, The Trade Policy Review Mechanism: A Critical Analysis (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2018).
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available appropriate technologies and market access to address the
common concern and to produce appropriate public goods. Recognition
of a Common Concern will often depend upon complex and contentious
arrangements of burden-sharing, commensurate with the economic per-
formance and levels of social and economic development of states. The
principle of shared and differentiated responsibility in climate change
adaptation and mitigation under the 1992 Framework Convention and
the 2015 Paris Agreement is an example in point. It is submitted, and
following climate change as a Common Concern, that the recognition of a
problem as a Common Concern always entails the basic obligation to
make contributions by states commensurate with historical performance
in creating the problem at hand, existing levels of GDP and other accepted
indices, such as the Global Development Index (GDI), or specific indica-
tors applicable to a particular policy area falling under the principle
Common Concern. It strongly depends upon the subject matter. The study
on the implications of Common Concern on transfer of technology of
renewable energy will particularly elaborate on this point.187

Recourse to equity and distributive justice help to define specifically
and contextually commitments commensurate with the ability to afford
contributions to the global effort in solving and settling a problem identi-
fied. Financial contributions and contributions in kind and the law – for
example in the field trade, investment and technology transfers of rele-
vance and importance to the preoccupation addressed – provide essential
incentives and carrots to engage and support the recognition of a problem
as a Common Concern on the part of countries depending upon cooper-
ation and technical assistance. Likewise, such contributions are key incen-
tives for donor countries to achieve recognition of Common Concern and
to secure compliance with commitments made in accordance with the
principle of shared and differentiated responsibility in the field.

1.5.4 Cooperation in Implementation and Compliance

CCH calls for cooperation in implementing and realising international
commitments in domestic policy and law. Countries should cooperate in
designing policies and instruments of implementation in accordance
with commitments made. Regulatory agencies assigned to comparable
tasks in different countries shall exchange information, consult and work

187 See Chapter 2 in this volume.
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together with a view to prepare the ground for regulatory convergence
and cooperation and implementation relating to the problem recognised
as a CCH. These activities also prepare the ground to foster cooperation
in law enforcement, requiring specific rules to define jurisdiction and
powers of authorities and courts of law in engaging in transboundary law
enforcement and recognition of foreign legal acts and judgments. An area
recognised as a Common Concern thus should entail mutual assistance
by administrative bodies and judicial assistance by legal authorities.
Common Concern entails an advanced level of cooperation and thus of
legal integration.

1.6 Obligation to Do Homework

Next to cooperation, CCH calls for action in domestic law and policy. It
is at the heart of the principle and amounts to a key obligation under the
doctrine of CCH in order to offset the lack of reciprocity, to avoid free
riding and the endemic tragedy of the global commons (Hardin). The
recognition of a problem as a common preoccupation entails the need to
engage appropriate domestic resources and activities, again in accord-
ance with equity and distributional justice and shared responsibility, to
address the challenge. Think globally – act locally translates into domestic
homework. We introduce the term ‘homework’ as a legal denomination
to address a bulk of obligations under the principle of CCH. We consider
the term suitable to convey a commitment in colloquial terms.

CCH is not limited to implementing international obligations by
central government and institutions. Often, the main thrust will be
measures undertaken upon own initiatives and bottom up. Depending
on the problem and the public goods which need to be produced in
response to the challenge, all layers of government may be involved. For
example, the abatement of CO2 emissions calls for action on all layers in
accordance with regulatory powers assigned. The doctrine of multilevel
governance and the five-storey house seeks to identify appropriate levels
to take up an issue; these theories are not limited to international
relations but also entail the structure and devolution in domestic consti-
tutional law.

1.6.1 Implementing International Obligations

From the point of view of international law, homework entails the
realisation and implementation of task and obligations assumed in
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customary international law and in international agreements, commen-
surate with the principle pacta sunt servanda. CCH as a concept and
principle does not alter existing obligations of general international law.
It does not affect the modes of implementation which differ under
constitutional law oscillating between dualist and monist theories.
However, given the need to address the shared problem, it gives priority
in allocating resources and effort to the task over other ones of less
pressing needs. It influences the interpretation of existing agreements,
rights and obligations and calls for an understanding of norms in con-
formity with the principle of CCH. It is part of the context in the process
of construing international law in accordance with the principles set out
in Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.

1.6.2 Adopting Autonomous Measures

The impact of CCH in a particular area goes beyond commitments
made in international treaties. It deploys a profound and inspiring
impact in autonomous domestic policymaking, comparable to the
respect of civil and political rights, and the progressive implementation
of social and economic rights and of SDGs. While the pace is defined by
domestic political processes and debate, the principle of CCH stimu-
lates programmes and legal developments at all levels of government
commensurate with public goods to be created in addressing the
common problem at hand. For example, countries adopt unilateral
measures relating to climate change mitigation and adaptation, the
administration of migration flows, the reduction of pollution, or
shaping tax laws with a view to addressing pressing income inequality.
Common Concern may reinforce rights and obligations incurred under
already existing domestic constitutions and law. As in international law,
it may influence the interpretation and implementation of domestic
law. Indeed, the principle of CCH may eventually be recognised as a
maxim and principle in constitutional law, emphasising the need to
address complex transboundary problems in cooperation with
other countries.

Importantly, unilateral promises made under domestic law may have
international legal implications. Measures promised to be undertaken at
home may amount to a unilateral promise which is binding under
international law and good faith doctrines of estoppel. Other countries
and jurisdictions may rely upon the realisation of such measures. Failure
to implement or withdrawal of such measures may induce international
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responsibility,188 which the principle of CCH further reinforces. For
example, unilateral commitments made under the Paris Agreement
deploy effects in international law. The recognition of climate change
as a CCH implies that they are subject to a ratcheting mechanism and no
longer, once adopted, can be unilaterally withdrawn without consulting
affecting parties to the Agreement. Homework thus is not undertaken in
isolation. Efforts made cannot be isolated by invoking self-determination
and independence. It is part of a larger effort under the umbrella of the
principle of Common Concern and thus needs to take into account the
needs and preoccupations of others.

1.6.3 Extraterritorial Effects of Domestic Law

Domestic measures, in line with the principle of territoriality, normally
deploy effects within a particular jurisdiction. They do not apply outside
of it. Such containment, however, will often be difficult to align in
addressing issues under the auspices of Common Concern of
Humankind, given their nature as a shared, transboundary problem,
often of global reach. Measures adopted in implementing international
law obligations or of domestic measures may often deploy effects beyond
the boundaries of the particular jurisdiction. International law does not
exclude such effects, but seeks a careful balance between the interests of
different jurisdiction. States are free to adopt measures having extraterri-
torial effect unless prohibited by international law. Extraterritorial juris-
diction of states, under the traditional international law as established in
the 1927 Lotus rule and mainly expounded in international criminal law
and in competition law and policy, requires sufficient attachment to the
territory of the state.189 Competition law and policy and the enforcement
of foreign judgments today are the main traditional areas of extraterritor-
ial application. To the extent that domestic market structures are
affected, conduct deployed abroad may fall under the domestic jurisdic-
tion and anti-trust rules are enforced irrespective of the geographical
origin of causing conduct. Expansive jurisdiction is often considered
intrusive and sometimes combated by blocking statutes, rejecting

188 Nuclear Tests Case (Australia v. France), ICJ Rep. 1974 253; Legal Status of Eastern
Greenland (Norway v. Denmark) [1933] PCIJ Ser. A/B No. 53, 71 (Ihlen Declaration).

189 C. Ryngaert, Jurisdiction in International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008);
Dobson, supra n. 69, discussing common concern but not extending particular weight to
assessing interests for and against extraterritorial application.
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recognition of foreign acts and rulings. Doctrine and case law suggest
balancing diverging interests. In the field of international trade, extrater-
ritorial effects of product standards are recognised; countries are free to
determine non-discriminatory levels of protections required for like-
imported products sold on their markets and the consumers subject to
their jurisdiction. Such requirements indirectly impact the modes of
production in exporting countries. Likewise, the imposition of labels
and of private standards deploys similar effects.
More and more, product standards do not relate to the physical

characteristics of a product, but the modes of production. In the field
of international trade, it is largely due to the implementation of global
value chains which call for shared or unilaterally defined standards in
respect of product quality, but also of environmental, labour and human
rights standards.
Extraterritorial effects of so-called non-product-related production

and process methods (PPMs) have been controversial.190 Some argue
that they do not affect the likeness of products as countries are free to
define the conditions for sale and distribution on their own territory.
Others emphasise the trade-restrictive effects of such measures. PPMs
impose on the modes of production in exporting countries. Without
compliance, such products cannot be imported. Likewise, PPM-related
labels reduce equality of opportunity on markets. Even if voluntary,
producers are practically required to adopt and implement them.
Moreover, these measures imply extensive monitoring of production
which further imposes on national sovereignty and regulatory autonomy.
Given the increasing importance of PPMs in different policy areas,

including climate change, the law is increasingly accommodating them.
CCH will further support this evolution. For example, border tax adjust-
ments in climate change mitigation, neutralising carbon leakage and
restoring equal conditions of competition for domestic producers essen-
tially rely upon modes of production, capturing carbon-intensive modes
while exempting sustainable modes of production. To the extent that
they result in lower taxes for domestic production, exceptions made
under Article XX GATT will be supported by the principle of Common
Concern of Mankind. The same holds true for carbon tariffs imposed on

190 For a detailed analysis, see K. Holzer, Carbon-related Border Adjustment and WTO Law
(Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2014); C. R. Conrad, Process and Production Methods
(PPMs) in WTO Law: Interfacing Trade and Social Goals (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2014).
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highly polluting products.191 Common Concern justifies the introduction
of differential tariffs and additional tariff lines for sustainable modes of
production of the product at hand. WTO case law relating to environ-
mental concerns and animal protection indicates that in result they are
justified under exception clauses, provided all the conditions of Article
XX GATT are met.192 Likewise, labels linked to certain production
methods are, in principle, accepted under the Agreement on Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT).193 The same is likely to apply to prescriptions as
to how particular services need to be generated and provided. They
eventually will support the implementation of minimal labour standards
and human right in international economic law beyond business-driven
initiatives to improve conditions of production in response to corporate
social responsibility. 194

CCH supports recourse to PPMs and impacts on the balance of
interests in extraterritorial application of laws. While today action can
be defended if the nexus to the own territory is sufficient, Common
Concern would not require such linkages but depend upon examination
whether the measure and action is able to support the attainment of a
Common Concern as defined by the international community. For
example, governments are authorised to take appropriate action against
highly polluting means of production abroad, bluntly ignoring the
Common Concern of global warming. Likewise, governments can be
authorised to take action in response to blatant and systematic neglect
of the Common Concern of protecting fundamental human rights and
lives. At the same time, territoriality often will remain a matter of
practical expediency, as states are largely dependent upon attachment
to their territory one way or the other in implementing laws and meas-
ures. The obligation to cooperate and negotiate, inherent to Common

191 T. Cottier, O. Nartova and A. Shingal, ‘The Potential of Tariff Policy for Climate Change
Mitigation: Legal and Economic Analysis’, Journal of World Trade, 48 (2014), 1007–37.

192 European Communities – Measures Prohibiting the Importation and Marketing of Seal
Products, WT/DS400/AB/R (22 May 2014). In principle, the case accepted import
restrictions based upon methods of killing baby seals, subject to exceptions of Inuit
products essential to preserve their livelihood in the Arctic.

193 United States – Measures Concerning the Importation, Marketing and Sale of Tuna and
Tuna Products (Art. 21.5 DSU), WT/DS381/28 (4 Dec. 2015). The panel and AB in
principle endorsed the possibility to regulate by law production methods by means of
non-mandatory labels.

194 T. Cottier, ‘The Implications of EC–Seal Products for the Protection of Core Labour
Standards in WTO Law’, in H. Gött (ed.), Labour Standards in International Economic
Law (Leiden: Springer, 2018), pp. 69–92.
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Concern, allows addressing practical problems and mitigating negative
effects of PPMs. Regulatory cooperation and convergence, strongly
encouraged by Common Concern under duties to cooperate and negoti-
ate, eventually will eliminate such problems to the extent that common
and shared PPM standards in particular regulatory fields.

1.7 Securing Compliance

In the decentralised system of international law, securing compliance
with obligations incurred and relating to Common Concern is of utmost
importance. It is a corollary to enhanced cooperation, funding, training,
technology transfer and market access rights. To this effect, the principle
of CCH essentially relies upon the established mechanism of inter-
national law which entitles states to act in terms of sanctions and
countermeasures. The critical question is whether the principle also
entails a new obligation to act. We think so as this essentially marks
the main difference, innovation and essential feature of a fully fledged
principle of CCH.

1.7.1 Sanctions and Countermeasures

In general, voluntary compliance is widespread in international relations.
As Henkin recalled, most countries comply in self-interest with inter-
national obligations almost all of the time.195 Compliance in the daily
operation of international law normally does not depend upon enforce-
ment as it mostly is in the interest of the state concerned. It is mostly
based upon reciprocal interests. Questioning the legal nature of the field
in the Austinian tradition,196 relies upon a perceived misperception of
the operation of law in international relations. We would argue that
failures to comply are not more frequent than in domestic law despite
its policing powers. Just compare existing crime rates or widespread
speeding on roads and frequently lacking respect for traffic rules.
However, the lack of reciprocity in critical areas call for additional

195 L. Henkin, How Nations Behave: Law and Foreign Policy (Council of Foreign Relations,
1979). See also E. Brown Weiss, ‘Rethinking Compliance with International Law’ and
M. Hirsch, ‘Compliance with International Norms in the Age of Globalization’, in
E. Benvenisti and M. Hirsch, The Impact of International Law on International
Cooperation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), pp. 134–65,
165–93 respectively.

196 Goldsmith and Posner, supra n. 157.
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disciplines securing compliance. It is here that the principle of Common
Concern makes a difference.
Other than in international trade and investment, which relies upon

immediate mutual benefits, compliance is tempered by temptations to
opt out and let other assume main responsibilities to produce global
public goods. Free riding in climate change or the protection of biodiver-
sity, or in migration are examples in point where reciprocity is lacking.
The same is true in the field of human rights. Failures to comply and
lack of enforcement mechanism are endemic in this field as Iryna
Bogdanova’s chapter in this volume shows. She particularly focuses on
this aspect of the principle of Common Concern.197 While the duty to
cooperation offers carrots to comply, sticks are equally required to
address free-riding and failing full compliance with duties incurred and
promises made. Incentives supporting international compliance and
securing that recognised Common Concerns of Humankind are dealt
with in priority at home and in international relations, call for tools
backing up these obligations.
These tools are essentially based upon established disciplines of state

responsibility in international law. States affected by violations of law are
entitled to engage in countermeasures, subject to the prerogatives of the
UN Security Council under Chapter VII of the UN Charter in response
to threats to the peace and to mandatory obligations of dispute settle-
ment in the field of international trade regulation. States are entitled to
the re-establishment of lawful conditions (restitutio in integrum), but
normally adopt sanctions or countermeasures (in trade the withdrawal of
market access concessions) in order to remedy the violation and injury
imposed.198 Such measures are subject to the principle of proportionality
and must not exceed what is required to achieve compensation for
damage and losses incurred.

197 See Chapter 5 in this volume.
198 The traditional term reprisal today is essentially limited to armed conflict, and was

generally replaced by the term countermeasures, while retorsions react to lawful, but
unfriendly conduct of another state (M. Ruffert, ‘Reprisals’, VIII MPEPIL 929 (2012)).
The term sanctions generally applies to collective measures adopted under Chapter VII
of the UN Charter, but today is also used for measures adopted by other international
organisations or single states in response to violations of international law, in accordance
with Article 54 ILC Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrong
Acts (2001) GAOR 56th sess., supp. 10, 43, allowing states to ‘invoke the responsibility of
another State, to take lawful measures against that State in order to ensure cessation of
the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured State or of the beneficiaries of the
obligations breached’ (A. Pellet and A. Miron, ‘Sanctions’, IX MPEPIL 1, 11 (2012)).
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A recognised common concern would logically require all states involved
and affected to take appropriate countermeasures, offsetting free riding and
non-compliance. CCH accordingly calls for a multilateral system and
appropriate international institutions securing compliance. While we
defined CCH pertaining to serious problems potentially threating peace
and stability, it must be noted that the main system addressing such threats
often is not suitable to address Common Concerns. The task of the Security
Council of the United Nations is essentially limited to combat impending
use of force and immediate threats to peace, including systemic human
rights violations and terrorism. However, it does not address underlying
causes and creeping developments. The Security Council has no mandate to
address climate change mitigation or adaptation, or the loss of biodiversity
or cultural heritage. It does not address gross inequality of wealth and
income and act upon it despite the fact that it bears the potential of
aggression and warfare, both internally and internationally. It does not
address issues of massive land and marine pollution and other common
concerns. These matters are left to specialised international organisations
and other forums such as G20 (or previously G7 and G8) where enforce-
ment and sanctions generally do not formally exist. They thus essentially
depend upon individual states, or groups of states such as the European
Union, to be addressed in terms of unilateral and concerted measures until
appropriate tools and instrument are developed in the global level.

The doctrine and principle of CCH thus could stimulate a reform of the
United Nations sanction system and review the task of the Security
Council to collectively address failing states in areas recognised to amount
to a CCH, unless the matter is assigned to specialised international organ-
isations empowered to act against violations of the principle. Endemic
problems of vetoing decisions in the Security Council and frequent reliance
upon consensus diplomacy in international organisations would require
seriously reviewing the existing system and moving towards majority
decisions in areas other than the use of force.

Given the difficulties to achieve such a goal, it remains imperative that
individual states, and groups of states, for the time being, remain free to
take recourse to unilateral economic measures on behalf of the inter-
national community in areas governed by the principle of CCH.

1.7.2 The Right to Act

In the absence of a multilateral system, the principle of Common
Concern supports and reinforces existing, but still controversial, powers,
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expressed in Article 54 of the ILC draft article on state responsibility to
equally act on behalf of the international community and affected states.
The doctrine of jus cogens and peremptory norms, entitling all states to
take action, can be conceptualised as an expression of the principle of
CCH. Systemic violations of jus cogens not only harm individuals when
states disregard human rights. The special status of jus cogens and
peremptory norms in international law addresses fundamental threats
to peace and stability. Experience shows that endemic violations of
norms protected by jus cogens entail major risks not only for individuals,
but society and international relations at large. These potential implica-
tions justify assigning special legal effects and recognising them as
community norms. Much the same underlines the doctrine and principle
of CCH. We argued elsewhere that for such reasons jus cogens can and
should be conceptualised in terms of CCH.199

From here, it may be argued that norms of international law pertaining
to problems and preoccupations of CCH per se are community norms,
beyond the rules of jus cogens. As the problem affects all, directly or
indirectly, such as global warming, monetary instability, massive pollu-
tion, gross violations of human rights or mishandling of migration,
tolerance of gross inequality of wealth and income, rules pertaining to
these fields, to the extent they exist, can be invoked by all states irrespect-
ive of direct injury or harm. The principle of CCH thus entails obliga-
tions erga omnes.

State responsibility normally is invoked to address and remedy harm
and injury done by violating international obligations. Violations of
norms relating to problems recognised as CCH often will not entail
direct injury to other states but rather to the international community
at large. The principle reinforces calling upon state responsibility in the
case of violation of community norms and call for cessation or assur-
ances of non-repetition in accordance with Article 48(2) ILC Draft.200

Injury and harm thus is no longer a prerequisite to invoke
state responsibility.
Enforcing compliance will require large markets with bargaining

powers to take action and exert pressures to comply. Smaller countries
often do not have the leverage, unless measures are taken jointly or
within an international organisation. Economic and trade sanctions are
of utmost importance. Remedies available today within the system of the

199 Cottier, supra n. 74.
200 See J. Crawford, ‘State Responsibility’, IX MPEPIL 527 (2012).
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WTO do not live up to these expectations. Countermeasures in terms of
withdrawal of concession can only take place if violations pertain to the
production and export of specific goods and services. Article XX GATT
requires a close linkage between measures taken and the products at
stake. Restrictions can be justified in response not only to the physical
characteristics of the product, but also in response to PPMs which are
much more important from the point of view of the principle of
Common Concern relating to environmental standards, human rights
and labour standards.201 However, restrictions cannot be used under this
provision law in support of CCH independently of such a connection.
Such measures today are exclusively left to retaliations following the lack
of implementation of WTO rulings, adopted by the Dispute Settlement
Body under Article 16 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU)
and to the Security Council and collective sanctions the adoption of
which, however, is often blocked. It therefore will be necessary to expand
trade measures within the WTO at the outset in order to address
recognised Common Concerns of Humankind and to explore the impact
of national security exceptions and to reform trade rules in order to
render them compatible with the principle of CCH. Iryna Bogdanova
particularly addresses these issues on compliance in her contribution.202

For example, failures to comply with obligations incurred in the field of
climate change mitigation should be open to responses in targeting and
restricting market access rights for exported goods and services. Potential
restriction of market access rights amount to the most important incen-
tives to prevent and avoid free riding in areas recognised and protected
by the principle of CCH. Potential recourse to such measures brings the
field into the realm of reciprocity. It offers a stick which will enhance
compliance at the outset. It is difficult to argue against these propositions
if CCH and the pressing problems which they express and entail are
taken seriously. Such action, or the threat to take action, brings reluctant
governments to the table.203

It will be argued that Common Concern thus will foster powerful
states and reinforce the balance of power in international relations.
Enforcement of international law should not be left to powerful markets
and actors, such as the European Union, the United States and China.
These concerns are legitimate and give rise to the argument that the

201 Cottier, supra n. 194.
202 See Chapter 5 in this volume.
203 For a leading example, see n. 23.
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principle of CCH, in the final analysis, is an imperial concept. In
response, it can be argued that the recognition of the principle of CCH
and its application to different areas is subject to the process of claims
and responses outlined above. This secures potential participation of all
states in treaty negotiations and the process of forming customary
international law. Moreover, actors taking unilateral measures are subject
to the rule of law and to the principle of proportionality in shaping
countermeasures. Finally, they can be addressed by fostering the role of
international organisations and courts of law in collectively enforcing
obligations incurred. It is a matter of creating appropriate checks and
balances within the system of multilevel governance.

1.7.3 The Duty to Act

While Common Concern provides the foundations of authorisation to
act, the most difficult and controversial question relates to the problem of
to what extent the principle also entails obligations to act. The main
deficiencies of state responsibility, jus cogens and obligations erga omnes
is that states in international relations are most reluctant to take action
where not directly affected, despite global public goods and community
rights being at risk. Again, the lack of reciprocity deters from assuming
responsibilities. Moreover, as indicated, smaller states do not have
adequate means to do so.

The question arises whether a basic duty can and should be assigned to
the principle of CCH. We think so in light of existing structural weak-
nesses of international law addressing a common concern. A fully fledged
principle should entail duties to act. It only applies to recognised
common concerns and does not allow for action outside of areas of grave
concern to peace and security in accordance with the threshold defined.
It will be subject to modulations, in accordance with specific needs and
may not apply in all areas. Importantly it will not trigger automatic
action but is subject to the principles of proportionality
and accountability.

There is a fundamental difference between authorisation and obliga-
tion to act. While the former leaves the matter in the discretion of
government, the latter compels to engage and take necessary steps.
Such obligations are gradually emerging in the area of R2P, which is of
key importance to Common Concern. This doctrine was developed and
submitted by Canada to close the gap between the prohibition of use of
force and the frequent impossibility to obtain clearance by the Security
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Council even in case of impending massive violations of human rights,
including genocide.204 It was inspired by unsatisfactory legal assessment
of the NATO intervention in the Balkans. States are in principle obliged
to intervene in preventing and remedying such action.
In 2001 the Canadian government created the International

Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS), the
Commission released an extensive report entitled The Responsibility to
Protect. The report introduced the concept of R2P, which emerged as a
viable alternative to the idea of humanitarian intervention, as it was
known before. The further developments of R2P were strongly supported
by the Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Subsequently, UN member states
formally accepted the responsibility of each state to protect its population
from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against human-
ity. Such formal recognition was enshrined in paragraphs. 138 and 139 of
the 2005 World Summit Outcome Document:205

Responsibility to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic
cleansing and crimes against humanity

138. Each individual State has the responsibility to protect its populations
from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.
This responsibility entails the prevention of such crimes, including their
incitement, through appropriate and necessary means. We accept that
responsibility and will act in accordance with it. The international com-
munity should, as appropriate, encourage and help States to exercise this
responsibility and support the United Nations in establishing an early
warning capability.

139. The international community, through the United Nations, also has
the responsibility to use appropriate diplomatic, humanitarian and other
peaceful means, in accordance with Chapters VI and VIII of the Charter,
to help to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing
and crimes against humanity. In this context, we are prepared to take
collective action, in a timely and decisive manner, through the Security
Council, in accordance with the Charter, including Chapter VII, on a
case-by-case basis and in cooperation with relevant regional organizations
as appropriate, should peaceful means be inadequate and national author-
ities are manifestly failing to protect their populations from genocide, war

204 For a historical account, see E. Gilligan, ‘Redefining Humanitarian Intervention: The
Historical Challenge of R2P’, Human Rights Journal, 12 (2013), 21–39.

205 United Nations, World Summit Outcome Document, paras. 138–9 (2005); https://
documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N05/487/60/PDF/N0548760.pdf?
OpenElement.
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crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity. We stress the need
for the General Assembly to continue consideration of the responsibility
to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and
crimes against humanity and its implications, bearing in mind the prin-
ciples of the Charter and international law. We also intend to commit
ourselves, as necessary and appropriate, to helping States build capacity to
protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and
crimes against humanity and to assisting those which are under stress
before crises and conflicts break out.

Several resolutions of the Security Council include references to R2P:
Resolution 1674 on the Protection of Civilians in Armed Conflict that
includes the first official Security Council reference to R2P, and
Resolution 1706, which authorised the deployment of UN peacekeeping
troops in Darfur, which referred to Resolution 1674 and paragraphs
138 and 139 on the Responsibility to Protect in the 2005 World
Summit Outcome Document. R2P supports the emerging doctrine and
principle of Common Concern. It can be conceptualised and understood
as an emanation of the overarching principle addressing joint problems
threatening stability and peaceful relations. It is clearly focused on the
violation of core human rights and their essence.206 At the same time, the
doctrine of Common Concern also may assist in further developing R2P
which today is limited to action taken within the United Nations security
system. The issue of unilateral or collective action taken up by states or
alliances outside the United Nations has remained unresolved. It is highly
controversial. The doctrine and principle of CCH may assist in defining
the foundations and boundaries of unilateral und plurilateral action in
cases where collective security measures remain blocked and vetoed by
single members of the Security Council.
The principle of Common Concern may also assist in further defining

the scope of gross violations of human rights, in particular the right to life
and the prohibition of torture. It is difficult to see why R2P should not
also extend, as originally suggested, to encompass all gross and systemic
violations of human rights, beyond the protection of populations from
genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.
Legal security and prevention of unlawful intervention can equally be
achieved by deploying criteria proposed under the doctrine and principle
of CCH.

206 See Chapter 5 in this volume.
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To be sure, the move towards an obligation, as opposed to a right to
intervene, is a major step. Intervention is notoriously controversial in
politics and international relations. It will be objected that an expansive
understanding of extraterritorial reach is inconsistent with national sov-
ereignty. R2P itself is most controversial, let alone an extension of
pertaining to Common Concerns of Humankind and unilateral and
plurilateral action. However, a basic obligation to intervene in the realm
of Common Concern facilitates and structures decision-making at home
in light of violations of international law faced and an obligation to
address such violations. It facilitates coordination among states in bring-
ing about concerted responses and international relief operations. The
main challenge amounts to equal treatment of comparable constellations.
It will be argued that an obligation to act needs to be applied consistently,
and cannot be subject to opportunism and unequal treatment. Yet, the
impossibility to save lives in one instance should not imply that lives in
other instances cannot be saved. It will be a matter of taking into account
all pertinent factors in assessing the obligation and making a determin-
ation on a case-by-case basis.
In many instances, proactive and preventive action and intervention

will not be possible, entailing disproportionate risks, tensions and costs.
Often, means required to act successively exceed what can be reasonably
achieved in remedying the situation. The principle of proportionality,
central to sanctions and countermeasures, tempers the obligation to act
and in many instances will reduce it to provide reasons why action was
not possible and feasible to be taken. The principle is well established. It
applies across the board of all disciplines of international law while
varying before different courts of law due to varying functions in the
context.207 It certainly applies to the doctrine and principle of
Common Concern.
Measures contemplated to be taken must be suitable to achieve the

goal. They must be necessary; not exceeding what is required to this
purpose. They must be well calibrated. As the case of gross and persistent
violations of the essence of human rights indicated, proactive interven-
tion may be called upon to prevent immediate harm and injury from
being produced. Duties to protect exist in preventing massive harm to

207 For a comprehensive study of the implications of the principle in international law, see
T. Cottier, R. Echandi, R. Liechti-McKee, T. Payosova and C. Sieber, ‘The Principle of
Proportionality in International Law: Foundations and Variations’, Journal of World
Investment & Trade, 18 (2017), 628–72.
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ecology and the environment, in particular marine environment not
limited to national zones of jurisdiction, massive harm produced to the
quality of air by continued massive emissions of CO2 emissions. Given
the seriousness of the problems, the ultimate yardstick for duties to act is
whether it makes an appropriate contribution, respecting proportion-
ality, to accelerate the solution of the impending problem recognised as
a CCH.
The obligation to state the reasons why measures are taken, or not

taken, increases accountability of governments and transparency and
inform domestic debate on foreign policy. Accountability is understood
with Boven ‘as a relationship between an actor and a forum, in which the
actor has an obligation to explain and to justify his or her conduct, the
forum can pose questions and pass judgment, and the actor may face
consequences’.208 One of the main effects of the duty to act therefore lies
in greater transparency and accountability in foreign affairs.
It is obvious that such legal effects attached to the principle of CCH

will increase opposition to the concept, going beyond international
cooperation. The more the principle of Common Concern takes shape
and entails specific duties, the more difficult it will be to have it accepted
as a legal principle. States will fear that it serves an undue instrument of
intervention and limitation of self-determination, and thus finally being a
threat to national sovereignty. Yet, if the problems addressed are recog-
nised and taken seriously, nobody should object to a system not only of
effective incentives and carrots to cooperate internationally and fund
appropriate policy measures, but also to sticks attached in order to secure
compliance in a field considered to be of utmost importance to the
international community and humankind. If sovereignty, as discussed,
is understood and legitimised as a concept enabling peace for, and
welfare of, individual members of society, measured intervention to bring
about welfare effects in a field recognised as a CCH cannot be opposed by
invoking self-determination. Finally, such measures are and will be
subject to judicial review. States affected can defend themselves before
international tribunals, challenging sanctions and countermeasures
taken, in particular questioning proportionality of the measures. The
experience of WTO dispute settlement shows that such defences are
effective and provide important safeguards against abuse of powers.

208 M. Bovens, ‘Analyzing and Assessing Accountability: A Conceptual Framework’,
European Law Journal, 13 (2007), 447–68, at 450.
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The basic duty to act emerges at the heart of the principle of Common
Concern, subject to the principles of proportionality and accountability.
It amounts to an essential and defining ingredient of the principle. It is
here that it transgresses traditional domains and disciplines of inter-
national law. It profoundly adds a new dimension in general international
law, calling for a reasoned response to violations of community rights. In
many instances, action will not be suitable and possible. But the mere fact
that such action needs to be considered and options examined renders
states accountable towards the principle of Common Concern and thus
enhanced compliance with international law.

1.8 The Application of CCH

1.8.1 Treaty Interpretation

Upon completing the normative dimensions suggested to form the
essence of CCH, we turn to its role as a potential principle of law in
the process of applying and interpreting the law.

Principles of law, along with human rights and principles of non-
discrimination, play a crucial role in adjudicating complex problems for
which positive law and treaty texts do not provide clear answers.
Principles of law guide judges and courts of arbitration in the process
of law. The principle of CCH, once recognised in the process of claims
and responses in customary international law and treaty law, offers
guidance similar to other principles such as equity, good faith and the
protection of legitimate expectations, in particular estoppel, and propor-
tionality, all with a view to serve justice. Likewise, general principles
recognised in customary international law, in particular the principles
of the prohibition of use of force, equality of states, the principle of
sustainability inform the process of interpretation of particular rules
and treaty text within Article 31(3)(1)(c) of the Vienna Convention of
the Law of Treaties. International courts of law are obliged to take such
principles into account. The principle of CCH thus is able to inform the
interpretation and application of rules, on a case-by-case basis, relating to
duties to cooperate, to comply with obligations incurred and in assessing
countermeasures taken seeking to secure compliance, taking into account
the thresholds threats to international peace and security. The potential
of CCH as a tool of interpretation is of utmost importance in all areas
subject to the principle. Zaker Ahmad particularly addresses this poten-
tial in interpreting WTO rules in the context of dissemination of
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technology related to renewable energy.209 Iryna Bogdanova explores the
impact of it on enhancing compliance fundamental rights.210

1.8.2 The Role of Non-State Actors and Domestic Courts of Law

Neither the right to act, nor the basic duty to act is able to fundamentally
remedy the lack of reciprocity of interests inherent to collective action
problems and free riding in many areas susceptible to quality as a CCH.
Governments and politicians are generally reluctant to engage beyond
the spheres where own and proper, narrowly defined interests are directly
affected. Up to this point, we dealt with the problem as an international
and intergovernmental affair, leaving civil society and domestic courts
aside. It is time to frame the role of non-state actors and domestic courts
in the process of compliance with international obligations, homework
and the rights and duties assigned to the principle of Common Concern.

1.8.2.1 Non-State Actors

Non-state actors, in particular political parties, NGOs, but also business
associations, multinational corporations and media have voice and play
an important role shaping public opinion whether or not a particular
problem should be considered to amount to a common concern and thus
be dealt in accordance with the principle of CCH. Frequently, initial
claims will originate from NGOs dedicated to a particular cause and
campaigning to create awareness and generate governmental response
and action. Non-state actors today play a significant role in foreign
policymaking and international relations in informing and shaping pol-
itical processes, setting trends and shaping the law and standards.211

These activities mainly focus on the political process, entailing lobbying
and campaigning. It is less developed in the field of compliance and
securing accountability by governments. Obligations of international
cooperation, the duty to do homework, the right to act and in particular
the basic duty to act under the principle of CCH all bear the potential to
strongly foster these functions under the influence and work of non-state
actors. Political science research has shown that governments effectively

209 See Chapter 2 in this volume pp. 124–32, 142–3.
210 See Chapter 5 in this volume, pp. 289–90.
211 See generally A. Peters, L. Koechlin, T. Förster and G. Fenner Zinkernagel (eds.), Non-

State Actors as Standard Setters (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009).
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respond and act to non-state actors’ activities and interventions, in
particular in the field of human rights protection.212

Non-state actors are well placed to monitor whether governments
implement and comply with international obligations incurred.
National players monitor homework to be undertaken in implementing
legislation and unilateral voluntary measures. They encourage govern-
ments to act internationally in response to violations of international
obligations. Foremost, states’ basic duty to act against violations of the
law in the realm of a recognised common concern entitles non-state
actors to hold governments accountable in discharging these duties.
Accountability in compliance with obligations will mainly be a matter

of political and public discourse. However, since legal obligations are at
stake and allegedly violated, non-state actors should be entitled under the
principle of Common Concern to file lawsuits in domestic courts assess-
ing whether the homework is properly undertaken and whether the basic
duty to act and to take appropriate and reasonable measures against
failing states is being honoured.

1.8.2.2 Domestic Courts of Law

The principle of CCH also informs the work of domestic courts in
applying international law or in respecting the doctrine of consistent
interpretation of domestic law in accordance with international law. To
the extent that Common Concern evolves into a legal principle applicable
to all layers of governance, it will join the canon of general principles of
law and may be directly applied as a matter of domestic constitutional
law, informing the interpretation of legislation and regulations in various
and often complex technical fields. This latter function is likely to be of
significant importance, as domestic courts are likely to play an important
role in redressing the lack of reciprocity of interests identified, jointly

212 Research conducted by political scientists confirms that demands of the electorate can
influence policymakers to respond to grave human rights violations taking place else-
where in the world (E. V. McLean and T. Whang, ‘Designing Foreign Policy: Voters,
Special Interest Groups, and Economic Sanctions’, Journal of Peace Research 51(589)
(2014); St. Chan, ‘Principle versus Profit: Debating Human Rights Sanctions’, Human
Rights Review, 19(45) (2018)). Scholars have demonstrated a positive correlation
between coverage of human suffering in the US media and a government’s response in
the form of economic sanctions (D. Pekson, T. M. Peterson and A. Cooper Drury,
‘Media-Driven Humanitarianism? News Media Coverage of Human Rights Abuses and
the Use of Economic Sanctions’, International Studies Quarterly, 58(855) (2014)). I am
indebted to Iryna Bogdanova for these references.
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with the influence and impact of non-state actors in domestic forums,
impacting on domestic political process in addressing common concerns.
Recent times have witnessed increased recourse to domestic courts in

areas pertaining to common concerns of humankind. The University of
Colombia Climate Change Litigation Databases213 documents an
increasing number of cases brought against governments for failing to
honour obligations incurred in climate change mitigation. In 2015, a
Dutch court ordered the government to reduce CO2 emissions by 25 per
cent on the basis of human rights and tort claims, the court recognised
that the government has a duty independent of international commit-
ments to undertake abatement to achieve the goals of the 2015 Paris
Agreement.214 The landmark decision was eventually appealed by the
government arguing that the court sidelined democracy it its ruling.215

Cases against governments are brought on the basis of tort law, human
rights, constitutional provisions and the public trust doctrine. They relate
to natural resources, including climate change and biodiversity, and
human rights violations. At the same time, there is a significant move-
ment in establishing jurisdiction of home courts of companies operating
abroad for human rights violations on the basis of tort law, filling what
was properly called the governance gap in judicial protection of victims
in developing countries lacking appropriate protection of the rule of
law.216 The foundations of claims in areas pertaining to common con-
cern, or potentially pertaining to it, have remained unclear. Most of the
cases filed have not been ruled on. Courts face complex challenges and
the evolution in the field will be shaped by trial and error. It is submitted
that the principle of CCH, recalling its foundations in equity and the
public trust doctrine, with recognition of a basic duty to act will assist in
clarifying jurisdictions of courts and foundations of claims against gov-
ernment, in particular for failure to act appropriately. Courts of law

213 http://climatecasechart.com/ (accessed 28 Aug. 2018).
214 The Guardian, 24 June 2016, ‘Dutch Government Ordered to Cut Carbon Emissions in

Land-mark Ruling’; www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/jun/24/dutch-government-
ordered-cut-carbon-emissions-landmark-ruling (accessed 28 Aug. 2018).

215 The Guardian, 28 May 2018, ‘Dutch Government Appeals against Court Ruling over
Emissions Cuts’; www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/may/28/dutch-government-
appeals-against-court-ruling-over-emissions-cuts.

216 See P. Simons and A. Macklin, The Governance Gap: Extractive Industries, Human
Rights, and the Home State Advantage (New York: Routledge, 2014). See in particular
Garcia v. Tahoe Resources Inc., 2017 British Columbia Court of Appeals (BCCA) 39;
www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcca/doc/2017/2017bcca39/2017bcca39.html.
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hereby are able to play an important role in redressing the lack of
reciprocity in international relations and to compel governments to act
accordingly, taking into account broad margins of political discretion.
Independent domestic courts are able to substantially enhance account-
ability and rationality of policymaking in areas of pressing problems
under the doctrine of Common Concern of Mankind. The doctrine
and principle will assist in defining more precisely the role of domestic
courts in the process of globalisation as to when they should and can
intervene within the domestic balance of powers.

1.9 Summary and Conclusions

The doctrine of CCH reflects a highly interdependent globe.
Communications, technology, international trade, foreign direct invest-
ment and civilisational evolution enhance convergence among countries.
At the same time, divergences and differences remain substantial, in
terms of income and GDP, economic opportunities, culture, lifestyles
and political system. Independence and self-determination, today often
cloaked in nationalism and sovereignty, loom large. The world is far from
being a village. Yet, the world shares a number of serious problems,
preoccupations and challenges which countries cannot solve on their
own and are exposed to free riding due to lack of reciprocal interests.
Solutions depend upon enhanced international cooperation and effective
compliance; failing that, international stability, peace and welfare are at
risk and may lead to warfare and destruction in the long run. Climate
change is the main paradigm. The issue was legally recognised as a
common concern of humankind. So was the problem of eroding bio-
diversity. Additional ones may be added in a process of claims of
responses within the international community. They are discussed in
subsequent chapters. The principle of CCH can potentially be applied
across all international law.

While the principle of cooperation will be paramount, mechanisms of
cooperation, procedures, decision-making, funding schemes, rules and
sanctions and countermeasures and the role of unilateral responses may
find specific expressions and safeguards in appropriate treaty regimes.
The status of the principle will vary among different fields. While recog-
nised in environmental law, it has a long way to go in other areas.
Equally, the emphasis will vary among different areas. While cooperation
and homework prevail, for example in the field of climate change and
dissemination of technology or monetary and financial law, the emphasis
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will be on compliance in the field of human rights or combating marine
pollution. The problem of income inequality will mainly pertain to home-
work. In other areas, such as migration, strong cooperation, homework
and compliance all are required in tandem will take a long time to build.
The duty to act will remain most controversial. Each of the areas examined
and discussed in this book shows particular problems, calling upon par-
ticular regulations which are inspired by the tenets of the outlined
principle of CCH. Treaty negotiations on specific issues may be informed
and inspired by the principle, but will settle down with tailor-made
solutions in shaping appropriate institutions and mechanisms.

A fully fledged principle of CCH may eventually emerge in customary
law as an amalgamation of all these efforts. Courts of law may shape it
one way or the other. It may evolve as a legal principle of multilevel
governance equally applying within regional integration and federal and
subfederal levels in addressing shared pressing problems. The general
principle, once recognised, will then apply by default. But even before
that state is reached, the blueprint of CCH inspires and gives directions,
showing the way forward. It expounds what at the end of the day should
be achieved in order to redress fundamental deficiencies in addressing
collective action problems and the lack of reciprocal interests of states in
areas of vital importance to humanity and future generations.

1.9.1 Structural Effects on International Law

CCH, as a source of inspiration, direction and eventually a legal principle
of international law recognised by the international community deploys,
while building upon the existing framework, significant long-term struc-
tural effect on international law. It will move it from coexistence and
cooperation to integration in the long run. In reality, this blueprint is
likely to materialise piecemeal in a gradual process of claims and
responses, trial and error. In the long run, it will develop and foster a
new understanding of sovereignty of states and the realisation of multi-
level governance with a view to producing appropriate public goods on
appropriate levels of governance.

Relating to serious problems threatening peace and stability, where it
may eventually and fully apply as a result of a process of claims and
responses, the principle of CCH brings about a new combination of
duties to cooperate and to negotiate, of funding and of measures seeking
enhanced compliance with commitments made also with the support of
domestic courts. It offers a new equation of carrots and sticks which
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addresses and remedies the fundamental problems of lack of reciprocal
interests and frequent free riding by states. Main tenets can be summar-
ised as follows.

1.9.1.1 From Cooperation to Integration

CCH, if taken seriously, bears the potential to introduce a new era and
phase of international law, moving in the final analysis from coexistence
and cooperation to integration in key areas dependent on close interaction.
These processes are framed by duties to work together. Long-term solu-
tions of common concern problems depend upon regulatory convergence
and cooperation essentially relying upon mutual trust and confidence. The
duty to negotiate establishes a first mainstay of the principle. Structures
required to successfully do so will often call for new joint bodies and
institutions. They call for close interaction with domestic law. Clear lines
between domestic and international law will blur in shaping overall multi-
level governance and integrating international law in an overall consti-
tutional structure. From here, the principle of Common Concern may
develop into a constitutional principle shaping multilevel governance
within regions, regional integration federal and even unitary states.

1.9.1.2 Responsibilities at Home

Common Concern primarily entails responsibilities to act within a given
jurisdiction. Think globally – act locally will be translated into legal terms.
States are entitled, but also obliged, to address common concerns as
defined by the international community within their own boundaries.
In contrast to the principle of permanent sovereignty over natural
resources, the principle of Common Concern not only authorises but
obliges governments to take action in addressing the Common Concern
within their own jurisdictions and territories. This is the second mainstay
of the principle of CCH. National efforts at abating global warming
therefore emanate from this principle independently of treaty obliga-
tions, as much as efforts to stop depletion of fisheries within their own
territorial waters and the EEZ. The same holds true for all other areas
potentially recognised as a CCH, for example in the field of migration or
monetary affairs, and the protection of the essence of human rights
against systemic and persistent violations or in addressing gross income
inequalities destabilising society. Common Concern stresses the import-
ance of the topic concerned and assists in defining priorities in domestic
policymaking. The duty to do one’s homework, finally, strengthens the
role of non-state actors and domestic courts in the process of compliance.
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1.9.1.3 Enhanced Extraterritorial Effects

The principle of CCH authorises taking action in relation to facts relating
to the Common Concern produced outside the proper jurisdiction of a
state to the extent that this is required for the proper and effective
implementation of domestic policies. Rights and obligations relating to
Common Concerns go beyond the traditional precepts of territoriality.
While today action can be defended if the nexus to a state’s own territory
is sufficient, Common Concern would not require such linkages but
depend upon examination of whether the measure and action is able to
support the attainment of a Common Concern as defined and recognised
by the international community. Countries will be entitled to prescribe
PPMs in support of domestic policies. This is the third mainstay. Imports
may be depended upon compliance with such rules. For example, gov-
ernments are authorised to take appropriate action against highly pollut-
ing means of production which bluntly ignore the Common Concern of
global warming by means of adopting appropriate production and pro-
cess standards. Likewise, governments are authorised to take action in
response to blatant and systematic neglect of the Common Concern of
preserving the essence of fundamental human rights and labour stand-
ards, combating systematic violations thereof in shaping market access
for goods and services originating in that jurisdiction.

1.9.1.4 Improving Compliance

Next to enhancing extraterritorial effects of domestic law, CCH
reinforces the law of state responsibility. Norms pertaining to areas
recognised as a CCH are community norms in nature and can be
enforced by all states in appropriate forums and in bilateral relations as
expounded in Article 48 ILC draft on state responsibility. There is no
need to be exposed to direct harm and injury which normally brings
about claims to state responsibility and reparation of injury. Harm is
established by undermining measures adopted in addressing the CCH at
stake. This is the fourth mainstay.

1.9.1.5 Obligations to Act

While Common Concern provides the foundations of authorisation to
act, the most controversial question relates to the problem as to what
extent the principle also entails obligations to act. There is a fundamental
difference between authorisation and obligation to act. While the former
leaves the decision to the discretion of government, the latter compels it
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to engage and take necessary steps. Such obligations are gradually
emerging in the area of R2P, which is of key importance to Common
Concern. It only applies to shared problems threatening peace, stability
and welfare. We submit that the basic obligation to act amounts to the
fifth mainstay of the principle of Common Concern. It essentially defines
its particular feature as a legal principle going beyond established prin-
ciples and rules of international law. Importantly, this obligation is
subject to proportionality and imposes, at a minimum, an explanation
and justification why no action has been taken. The requirement con-
tributes to creating awareness and enhancing transparency and
internal accountability of governments. The obligation to act is moni-
tored by non-state actors and subject to judicial review by domestic
courts of law.

1.9.2 A New and Different Realism

It will be objected that the prospects of such a principle, even as a source
of inspiration, are antithetical to national sovereignty and self-
determination. They ignore the prerogatives of government in foreign
affairs and seek to establish new functions for domestic courts which they
are not able to discharge. It will be deemed to be too intrusive.
Governments will refrain from accepting a principle of CCH if rights
and obligations as outlined are attached, in particular basic duties to act.
From a statist point of view, it is not realistic and amounts to cosmopolitan
daydreaming. Arguably, it stretches international law, based upon national
sovereignty, beyond its limits. Also, it will be objected that it results in new
imperialism and hegemony as it empowers strong actors more than
weaker ones. All this creates anxieties. It therefore was suggested leaving
the concept vague and open-ended, short of legal rigour, and to rather
build it gradually in state practice without defining the concept.

The question, indeed, is exactly about realism. It is a fact of life that the
existing system and traditional precepts of sovereignty of nation states
fail to produce adequate results to protect the expectations of future
generations. They fail to produce the public goods essential to preserve
peace and stability and legal security. Since serious problems recognised
under the principle of CCH are inevitably shared and cannot be solved
independently, and since failure to solve the problems potentially leads to
crisis and destruction, it is in our view utterly realistic to face the
challenge and assume appropriate responsibilities in the interest of future
generations. Everything else simply is irresponsible and morally unsound
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and incompatible with the functions of sovereignty to secure welfare and
peace for the population. Instead, we submit six arguments addressing
these weaknesses, and in support of the principle of CCH.

First, the principle of Common Concern of Mankind and its
obligations and effects is limited to shared, serious problems. It does
not apply across the board. States face enhanced rights and obligations
only in areas structurally perilous to peace, stability and welfare. The
acceptance of the principle and its extension to particular collective
action problems is subject to claims and responses and thus acceptance
in treaty law or customary international law. It cannot be unilaterally
imposed but is achieved due to persuasion in addressing pressing needs.

Second, the principle of CCH with its obligations to cooperate,
homework, compliance and duties to act addresses the lack of reciprocal
interests and free-riding inherent to many collective action problems. It
introduces appropriate carrots and sticks to foster mutual interests of
states and communities to take up a problem, framing also the roles of
non-state actors and courts of law. The costs of abstaining and free riding
exceed the benefits of cooperation.

Third, the principle of CCH domestically supports governments in
taking appropriate measures and in convincing electorates and over-
coming populist resistance and nationalism vis-à-vis collective action
problems at stake. Recourse to international law obligations to act, and
accountability, structures the debate and facilitates positive outcomes.

Fourth, the principle of CCH facilitates and supports the adoption of
appropriate domestic policy measures. This is of great importance for
large markets and powerful states and entities. The extension of extrater-
ritorial application of domestic law pertaining to areas falling under
the principle of Common Concern facilitates the adoption of measures
and policies which otherwise are opposed due to impending losses of
comparative advantage and competitiveness. Such incentives are of
paramount importance as the resolution of main collective action prob-
lems, in particular climate change, loss of biological diversity, monetary
stability, migration, human rights compliance, corporate taxation and
the avoidance of profit-shifting, essentially depends upon homework
undertaken in large markets and how they treat imported products
(goods and services) and immigration. Medium and smaller markets
and countries tend to follow these policies in securing access to larger
markets. It is therefore essential that the principle of Common Concern
of Mankind primarily facilitates action by large markets and powerful
states in addressing collective action problems.
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Fifth, the principle of CCH does not leave medium and small states
powerless once they have agreed to assume responsibility and to take a
problem on board. They can form flexible coalitions in supporting the
principle and its application of severe problems. They can develop
initiatives on the international level at cooperation and harmonisation
of standards and rules. They can shape appropriate procedures of
participation and decision-making in international organisations by
adopting majority rulings. They can offset passivity and even resistance
by large markets and powers, and develop joint leadership under the
principle of CCH.

Sixth, the principle of CCH is subject to judicial control in inter-
national courts and arbitration. Measures taken and having extraterritor-
ial effect, as well as countermeasures and sanctions imposed are subject
to the principle of proportionality. They need to pass a necessity test.
Should countries, in particular large markets, adopt measures not
suitable to address the collective action problem in a conducive manner,
such measures can be challenged in court, subject to single or
collective countermeasures.

In conclusion, we submit that the principle of Common Concern takes
into account existing power structures and offers adequate checks and
balances in addressing anxieties voiced. The principle, essentially based
upon traditional functions of equity, assist international law to find
appropriate responses to globalisation. There are no viable alternatives
in addressing pressing collective action problems and the lack of recipro-
cal interests. We need to move international and domestic law, in such
areas, towards enhanced legal integration and to developing the five
mainstays of the principle of CCH in scholarship and beyond.

On these foundations, Part II of this book turns to exploring the
prospects of CCH in different and diverse areas of public international
law. The following chapters show that challenges vary in different fields.
While some need to focus on developing new concepts and rules at the
outset, such as in transfer of technology of renewable energy in the
context of climate change or in addressing inequality of income and
wealth distribution – an entirely new topic in international law and
relations. In other areas, the principle bundles already existing or
emerging norms to render cooperation more visible. This in particular
is the case in the fields of marine pollution and of monetary and financial
law. In the field of human rights, the emphasis is on compliance and
enforcement of existing obligations and in fostering linkages to inter-
national economic law. All areas show in their own way that the principle
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of CCH makes a valuable contribution in addressing contemporary
challenges. It strengthens international law and global governance.

***
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